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ABSTRACT
Tervalent neptunium in aqueous acid solutions has been little 
studied and no efficient method of achieving complete reduction has 
been reported. This work reports a clean, efficient and reproducible 
method for the preparation of neptunium(ill) in aqueous acid solution 
by electrolytic reduction. The electronic absorption spectra of the 
resulting solutions have been recorded.
The stability of the hydrated uranium(ill) and neptunium(ill) 
cations in the presence of a number of inorganic and organic ions and 
organic complexing agents has been investigated in aqueous acid solution. 
Aqueous solutions of neptunium(ill) have been shown to be more stable 
towards oxidation in the absence of air than the corresponding 
uranium(ill) solutions. The electronic spectra of uranium(ill) and
A
neptunium(ill) in different chemical environments are discussed in terms 
of partial covalency of the metal-ligand bonds.
Uranium(lll), uranium(iv) and neptunium(lV) species have been 
extracted from aqueous thiocyanate solution using tri-n-butylphosphate 
in hexane solutions. The tetravalent species, M(NCS)^ , are associated 
with four molecules of the extracting agent in the organic phase in 
each case. The extraction of neptunium(ill) from aqueous thiocyanate 
solution and dilute mineral acid solution has been attempted.
Since it is not granted us to live long, 
let us transmit to posterity some memorial 
that we have at least lived.
Pliny the Younger,
Letters (c, 97-110).
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INTRODUCTION
91, SOME GENERAL CHEMISTRY OF THE ACTINIDE ELEMENTS.
The actinide series of elements comprises the fourteen elements
following actinium (Z « 89). The classification of these elements
1as a second f-transition series has been well established.
£
Uranium (Z 83 92) is the longest known of the actinide elements; 
it was discovered in pitchblende by M.H.Kalproth in 1789 and occurs 
to the extent of about 4ppm in the outermost layer of the earth's 
crust,^
Neptunium (Z « 93) was the first transuranium element to be 
synthesised. McMillan and Abelson^ discovered the p- emitting 
isotope 23 % ,  with a half life of 2.3 days, in 19^ 0* The longer
7J
lived a- emitting isotope 2^Np, with a half life of 2.20 x 10^  
years, was discovered in 19 2^.^
The characterized oxidation states for the lanthanides and 
actinides are listed in Table 1 from which it can be seen that 
although the characteristic oxidation state of both the f-transition 
series is +3, it does not become the most stable state for the 
actinides until americium is reached. The existence of stable 
higher oxidation states for the lighter actinides as compared with 
the extreme difficulty of oxidising the corresponding lanthanides 
has been attributed to the relatively lower binding energies and the 
less effective shielding by the outer electrons of the -electrons
10
8 9as compared to the kf electrons of the lanthanides. Bagnall , 
however, has suggested that the main factor is the smaller effective 
nuclear charge experienced by the electrons compared with that 
experienced by the 4f electrons of the corresponding lanthanides, 
which results from the additional screening of the electrons from 
the nucleus by the completed .tyf and %  shells. The ionization 
potentials for the early actinides should therefore be appreciably 
lower than those of the corresponding lanthanide but this cannot be 
quantitatively demonstrated since ionization potential data is not 
available for the actinide elements.
The decrease in stability of the higher oxidation state in 
moving along the actinide series is paralleled by a decrease in the 
ionic radius for any given oxidation state with increase in atomic 
number. This contraction in size results from the fact that owing 
to the shapes of the f orbitals, the shielding of one f electron by 
another in a given shell is poor so that at each addition of an 
electron to the 5f shell the effective nuclear charge experienced by 
each 5f electron increases and thus the whole fn shell is reduced in 
size. This rise in effective nuclear charge will increase the 
ionization potentials along the series such that at americium 
oxidation states higher than +3 become difficult to achieve and are 
not observed at all for elements beyond californium.
The divalent state has been reported for californium in solid
10californium(II) chloride and in aqueous.solutions of mendelevium
. ■ . 11-1^ and nobelium.
11
Table 1
a bCharacterised Lanthanide and Actinide Oxidation States, *
Element La Ce Pr
Atomic No. 57 58 59
(2) (2) (2)
2 2 2
4 4
Element Ac Th Pa
Atomic No. 89 90 91
(2)
2 3 3
4 4
2
Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb
60 61 62 63 64 65
2 2 2 (2)
2 2 2 2 2 2
4
U Hp Pu Am Cm Bk
92 93 9^ 95 96 97
3 3 3 2 2 2
if if if if if if
5 1 5  5
6 6 6 6
7 7
Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu
66 67 68 69 70 71
2 2 2
1 2 2 2 2 2
Cf Es Fm Md No Lw
98 99 100 101 102 103
2 2 2
2 2 2. 2 3 1
a. Most stable state is underlined,
b. Parentheses indicate that the known compounds 
are metallic rather than salt-like in behaviour.
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Table 2 
The Actinide Halides
Ac Th Pa U Np Pu Am Cm Bk Cf Es
AcF3 UF NpF3 PuF AmF3 CmF3 BkF3 CfF3
ThF^ PaF^ NpF^ PuF^ AmF^ CmF^ BkF^
V l 7 PVl?
pa2p9 v y
PaF- UFC NpF-
3 3 3
UF^  NpF6 PuF^
AcC10 UC10 NpCl0 PuCl. AmCl0 CmCl- BkCl0 CfCl0 EsCl0
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
ThCl^ PaCl^ UCl^ NpCl^
PaClc UClc
. 3 3
UC1,
CfBr2
AcBr0 UBr« NpBr0 PuBr. AmBr0 CmBr0 BkBr0 CfBr0
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
ThBr^ PaBr^
PaBr^
UBV
UBr.5
NpBr^
ThI2
ThI. Pal3 UI3 Npl3
Thl4 Pal^
Pal^
UI4
Pul3 Aml3 Cml^ Bkl3 CfI3
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The binary halides of the actinide elements, given in Table 2, 
provide a good example of the various oxidation states of the series.
Due to the ready oxidation by water and/or air, the +3 oxidation 
states of uranium and neptunium have been little investigated and 
until recent years the only compounds known for this oxidation state 
were those prepared in the dry way. Although the present work is 
concerned with solution studies a brief survey of the compounds 
prepared in the dry way will be given.
2.ANHYDROUS COMPOUNDS OF TERVALENT URANIUM AND NEPTUNIUM.
(i) Halides.
Uranium and neptunium both form compounds of the type MF^ , MCl^, 
MBrymd MI3.
(a) Fluorides.
Uranium(ill) fluoride is a dark violet to black compound and is •..
4C
prepared by the reduction of uranium(IV) fluoride with aluminium 
or finely divided uranium16,17 at 900°C.
Neptunium(ill) fluoride is a purple solid and is prepared under 
milder reducing conditions by the reaction of neptunium(IV) oxide
14
with an equimolecular mixture of hydrogen and hydrogen fluoride at 500°C.
Both compounds have high melting points (UF^f1^95°Cj NpF^,1^25°C) 
and are slowly oxidised in air at room temperature "but are readily 
converted to oxides at higher temperatures. Both fluorides are 
insoluble in water and are not appreciably hygroscopic. Uranium(ill) 
fluoride disproportionates to the tetrafluoride and the metal at high
temperatures, the rate being detectable at 800°C.
Both crystal structures are of the hexagonal LaF^-type in which
each metal atom lies on a two-fold axis with nine fluorine atoms
19arranged in a heptagonal bipyramid at almost equal distances.
■(b) Chlorides.
Uranium(ill) chloride has been prepared in a number of ways.
It can be made by the reduction of the tetrachloride under pressure
at about 500oC^^'^^.'with hydrogen. Another method is the action of
hydrogen chloride on uranium(lll) hydride at 250-300oC.2^,22,2^
2h 25
Reduction of the tetrachloride with zinc has also been used.
ji*
Neptunium(ill) chloride has been prepared by the reaction between
neptunium(IV) oxide and a mixture of carbon tetrachloride and
o 18hydrogen at 350-400 C and by the reduction of the tetrachloride 
with hydrogen at 450°C,^ gaseous ammonia at 350-400°C2^ or zinc at 
600°C.25
The properties of uranium(ill) and neptunium(ill) chlorides
have not been extensively studied, particularly the latter. Both
compounds are hygroscopic and soluble in water with oxidation.
Uranium(lll) chloride is stable in dry air for a number of hours.
The solubility of uranium(ill) chloride in a number of solvents has
been investigated and was found to be insoluble in non-polar solvents
and soluble in polar solvents such as methanol, ethanol, nitromethane
20 23and thionyl chloride. ’ J It is soluble in glacial acetic acid to
27
give a red solution.
Uranium(ill) chloride disproportionates above 840°C forming
28uranium(IV) chloride and uranium metal. The uranium(ill) chloride
29 - 31reactions with ammonia have been investigated. At atmospheric
pressure ammines of composition UCl^.6,6 - 7#4NH^ are formed, while 
at room temperature under pressure the number of ammonia molecules 
increases to 7.0 - 7.4. On heating to 45°CUC1^,4NH^ is formed 
which decomposes at higher temperatures to give UCl^.NH^. On heating 
uranium(ill) chloride in a stream of ammonia at 450-500°C amido- 
chlorides, U ^ ^ C l ^  and ^ (NH^^Cl are formed which decompose above 
800°G to give the imidochloride and the nitride UN^ 73 - i 75* 
Neptunium(ill) chloride does not undergo corresponding reactions and 
can be prepared by heating the tetrachloride in ammonia gas at 350- 
400°C, Ammonolysis may occur at higher temperatures but the system 
has not been investigated.
The two trichlorides are isomorphous and have a hexagonal 
structure in which each metal atom is surrounded by nine chlorine
16
25 'atoms arranged in the form of a symmetrically tricapped trigonal prism.
The electronic spectrum of uranium(ill) chloride has been recorded
23 3*1-35at room temperature and liquid nitrogen temperature J while 
that of neptunium(ill) chloride has been recorded at room temperature. ^
(c) Bromides.
The preparation of uranium(ill) bromide has been quite widely
studied and a number of procedures are possible. It can be prepared
by the hydrogen reduction of uranium(IV) bromide^*36*37»38 ^u-t
this method does not yield a pure product. Better reactions are the
o 39direct union of stoichiometric amounts of the elements at JOO-UOO C,
the reaction between uranium(ill) hydride and hydrogen bromide at 
o *4-0 41
300 C * or the reduction of the tetrabromide by finely divided
22 41 25uranium metal * or zinc.
Three preparations of neptunium(ill) bromide have been reported.
The first preparation involved the reaction between neptunium(IV)
o is
oxide, aluminium bromide and aluminium at 300-400 C ; it has also 
been prepared by the thermal decomposition of the tetrabromide at 
4?5^G in vacuo18,42 Qr reduction of the tetrabromide with zinc.^
Both tribromides are very hygroscopic and under controlled
42conditions can absorb water to form the hexahydrate MBr^^H^O. The 
water of crystallization can be removed without oxidation by heating 
in a vacuum. Both tribromides are readily soluble in water
accompanied by oxidation. The solubility of uranium(ill) bromide
has been investigated in a number of solvents and it is reported to
be insoluble in non-polar solvents, it dissolves with oxidation in
most polar solvents but forms stable red solutions in formamide,
dimethylacetamide and acetic acid. Uranium(ill) bromide
disproportionates above 900^0. It reacts with gaseous ammonia to
form UBr^.6NH^ and the preparation of the imido- and nitridobromide
If 3
have also been reported.
/ \ 25 44
Two crystal phases of neptunium(III) bromide have been reported.
a- neptunium(ill) bromide and uranium(ill) bromide are hexagonal
and isomorphous with the trichlorides while p- neptunium ( ill) bromide
oc
is orthorhombic and isomorphous with plutonium(ill) bromide in which 
each metal atom is bonded to eight halogen atoms arranged in the form 
of a trigonal prism with two capped lateral faces.
The electronic spectrum of uranium(ill) bromide has been recorded
23
at room temperature and liquid nitrogen temperature.
(d) Iodides.
Uranium(lll) iodide has been prepared by the direct union of
45stoichiometric quantities of iodine and uranium, ^ the reduction of
o 46
the hydride with methyl iodide at 300 C, the reduction of the
45tetraiodide with hydrogen and the thermal decomposition of the tetra-
27'iodide in a vacuum.
18
Neptunium(ill) iodide has been prepared by the reaction between
18neptunium(IV) oxide and aluminium iodide and the direct reaction
o 25between neptunium and iodine at 500-550 C.
The chemical and physical properties of uranium(lll) and 
neptunium(ill) iodides have been little investigated. They are 
hygroscopic and extremely soluble in water. Uranium(ill) iodide is '
v 27
soluble f without oxidation, in anhydrous acetic acid methanol,
■■" 23
ethanol, ethyl acetate and dimethylacetamide. It is easily 
oxidised by air.
Uranium(ill) and neptunium(ill) iodides are isomorphous with the 
orthorhombic plutonium(ill) iodide structure.
The electronic spectrum of uranium(ill) iodide has been recorded
* 23
at room temperature and liquid nitrogen temperature.
(e) Mixed Halides.
A number of uranium(ill) mixed halides such as UBrCl^, UBr^Cl,
UIGlg, UlgCl, UIBr2 and UI^Br have been prepared and a detailed account
oo
has been given by Gregory. No corresponding neptunium(ill) compounds 
have been reported.
(f) Oxyhalides.
Uranium(ill) oxychloride, U0C1, has been reported^ as a dark 
crystalline solid obtained by distilling uranium(ill) chloride with
o -5
higher oxychloride impurities at 1000 C and a pressure of 10 Torr.
Neptunium(ill) oxychloride, oxybromide and oxyiodide have been
prepared during the high temperature sublimation of the corresponding
pc
neptunium(ill) halide. Little is known about their properties.
(g) Complex Halides.
Fluorocomplexes of the type M*UF^ (where M = Na, K, Rb, Cs),
X T
M^UF^ and M^UF^ (where M = K, Rb, Cs) have been prepared by heating
together stoichiometric quantities of uranium(IV) fluoride, uranium
o 48
metal and alkali metal fluoride at 1000 C.
A number of chlorocomplexes have also been indicated in fused 
chloride systems. K^UCl^ and K^UCl^ have been reported in the KC1-
UCl^ system**9,50’51; RbUCl^, RbgUCl^, Rb^UCl^ for the RbCl-UCl^
52 • 53
systenr but only one complex is found in the GsCl-UCl^ system.
The existence of a complex U(A12C1^)^ has also been suggested.5**
(ii) Binary Compounds with Other Non-metals.
Uranium(ill) binary compounds with hydrogen, Group V and 
Group VI elements except oxygen and polonium have been characterized. 
Some neptunium(ill) analogues have been prepared. The known compounds 
for both tervalent elements are summarized in Table 3*
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(ill) Uranium(ill) Formate.
Uranium(ill) formate has been prepared by the reduction of
uranium (IV) chloride in anhydrous formic add using a large excess
i(A /of zinc amalgam. A dark green or red solution (dependant upon the
uranium concentration) results and on standing dark olive green
crystals of uranium(lll) formate separate out. It is insoluble in
formic acid and organic solvents but dissolves slowly in water with
oxidation to uranium(IV), When dry.uranium(ill) formate is stable
and resistant to hydrolysis. It has been shown to be isomorphous
with neodymium(ill) formate.
The low temperature electronic spectrum of uranium(ill) formate 
has been studied and an energy level scheme for the uranium 3+ ion 
has been calculated.*^
No corresponding compound has been prepared for neptunium (ill).
(iv) Uranium(III) Borohydride.
Uranium(ill) borohydride, U(BH^)^, is obtained by the thermal
o I06decomposition of uranium(IV) borohydride at 100 C. Heating 
between 150-200°C results in further decomposition to uranium 
boride. Uranium(ill) borohydride is pyrophoric and detonates on 
exposure to air.
107
Uranium(ill) salicylate and phthalate have been reported.
3. INVESTIGATIONS IN DILUTE AQUEOUS ACID SOLUTION.
(i) Uranium(ill) in Dilute Aqueous Acid Solution.
Tervalent uranium in aqueous acid solution was first obtained
by Zimmerman in 1882 by the reduction of uranyl salts with zinc and
108hydrochloric acid. The electrolytic reduction of aqueous acid
109solutions of uranyl salts was studied by Rosenheim and Loebel
who obtained a red solution considered to contain tervalent uranium
110on reduction of uranyl chloride at a mercury cathode. Loebel 
similarly reduced a solution of uranyl bromide in hydrobromic acid 
but was unsuccessful in attempts to prepare uranium(ill) iodide by 
electrolytic reduction,
■ Since these early days a number of methods have been reported
for the preparation of aqueous solutions of uranium(ill) with varying
extent of reduction. The reduction of uranium(Vi) to uranium(ill)
XU 112 113using zinc amalgam in various acids has been used, * * ^ It has
been reported that reduction is only quantitative if the uranium 
concentration is less than 0.01M. * Uranium(Vi) chloride in
aqueous hydrochloric acid solution has been reduced using a Jones
llh 115
reductor, although it is reported that this method gives
incomplete reduction to uranium(lll). Solutions of tervalent uranium
have also been prepared by dissolving the anhydrous halides in 
11 £ 117
water * but even in the absence of oxygen such solutions are
unstable, oxidising within several hours at 0°C when in contact with
oexcess solid. At 2k C oxidation is reported to be four times as fast.
23
Red solutions have also been obtained by dissolving uranium metal in
118 119'ethanol saturated with hydrogen chloride gas V or in hydrochloric 
120 i21
acid (6m) 9 but such solutions are unstable and rapidly oxidise
to pale green uranium(XV) solutions.
Electrolytic reduction, involving no introduction of additional
ions such as zinc, has been used by a number of workers. A mercury
122 123 124cathode has generally been used * although a cadmium cathode
125has been utilised. It was reported that quantitative reductions
122 125were only obtained for 0.01M uranium solutions. * At higher
uranium concentrations reduction was incomplete e.g.,only 68$
reduction occurred with 0.21M uranium in hydrochloric acid solution.
The remaining uranium(IV) was removed by solvent extraction using
123di-2-ethylhexyl phosphoric acid.  ^ However previous workers in
this laboratory have obtained complete reduction at a mercury cathode
124 126using up to 0.3M uranium solutions. 9
Solutions of uranium(ill) have also been reported in anhydrous
■ 127acetic acid, formic acid and methanol.
The formal potential for the reaction
128 129has been estimated both using polarographic ’ and direct 
130e.m.f,  ^ methods. Using the convention that when all electrons 
are written on the left hand side of the equation a negative value 
for the formal potential means that the reduced form of the couple
2k
is a better reducing agent than hydrogen gas, then any complete
reaction which has a resultant potential with a positive sign will
proceed spontaneously in the direction as written. The formal
potential for the U(III)-U(IV) couple as written above is -O.63V in -
128perchloric acid solution (iM), -0.6*JV or -O.63V in hydrochloric acid
solution and -0.85V in sulphuric acid solution (1M).*^
The potential for the hydrogen couple in pure water
H+(10~7M) + e" -- > iH2
181is given as -0,klkV J therefore uranium(ill) is thermodynamically 
unstable towards oxidation even by pure water.
u3+ ---  ^ u^+ + e“ E° = +O.63V
H+(10“7M) + e"  * |-H2 E° * -O./flV
U3+ + H+(10"?M) ----> l/* + |H2 E° = +0.22V
A G° - -nFE°
AG° is therefore negative and the reaction will occur spontaneously 
to the right.
Various workers have commented on the stability of tervalent
118 118 182uranium in a number of acid solutions of varying concentrations
but only recently have studies on the rates and mechanisms of the
oxidation of uranium(ill) been reported. A spectrophotometric
technique has been used to study the kinetics of the spontaneous
oxidation of uranium(ill) in the absence of oxygen, in various aqueous 
138media. The rate was found to be a minimum in aqueous hydrochloric 
acid at concentrations between 0.2M and 0.5M and increased with both
25
increasing and decreasing acidity. The rate of oxidation was faster 
in dilute aqueous sulphuric and perchloric acids and in the presence 
of chloride ions from lithium chloride and was very high in acetic 
acid and EDTA solutions. The kinetics of the spontaneous oxidation 
of uranium (ill) in sulphuric acid has also been studied by Avrain.^^ 
Kinetic studies for the reactions uranium(lll) - uranium(V I), 
uranium(lll) - cobalt(lll) and uranium (ill) - chromium (III )^^have 
been reported.
A great deal of confusion has arisen in the literature over the
colour of uranium(lll) in solution. It has been reported as deep red
and dark green, but the colour seems to depend on the nature and
concentration of the solution and the type (transmitted or reflected,
fluorescent or tungsten) of light used. The colour may be due to
132 137the' formation of complex ions * and also to the relative
H i
intensities of the green light in fluorescent and tungsten light,
(ii) Neptunium(ill) in Dilute Aqueous Acid Solution.
Neptunium(ill) in aqueous acid solution has been studied to a
much lesser extent than has uranium(lll). That neptunium(ill)
138could exist in aqueous solution was first shown by Watters using
polarographic measurements. The first preparation of neptunium(ill)
139in aqueous acid solution  ^ involved reduction in dilute hydrochloric 
acid at a mercury cathode. This method was also used by workers
140investigating the oxidation potentials of some neptunium couples. 
Neptunium(ill) has also been obtained by reduction of neptunium(v)
141 14-2using a zinc amalgam * and by hydrogen (or dueterium) reduction
4. t x. . 143,144,145at a platinum .surface.
All of these methods involved reduction on a very small scale, 
usually in a 1cm spectrophotometric cell, for immediate use and 
resulted in varying degrees of reduction as will be discussed later.
Russian workers have used a chemical method involving the use of
sodium formaldehyde sulphoxalate, NaHSO^.CH^CHO.2H^0, as reducing 
146agent. This method involved not only the addition of much 
extraneous matter but also required an elevated temperature (60°C) 
to acheive a reasonable degree of reduction.
It can be seen from this, that before aqueous solutions of 
neptunium(ill) can be studied to any appreciable extent, a method of 
preparation is required that is efficient, clean and will produce a 
reasonable volume of 'stock' neptunium(ill) solution. One aim of 
the work in this thesis was to develop.such a method.
The neptunium(ill)-neptunium(IV) couple has been shown to be
polarographically reversible in hydrochloric acid solution but
147
irreversible in perchloric acid solution. The hydrogen ion 
dependence of the couple between 0.1M and 1.0M hydrochloric acid 
solution is interpreted as supporting the conclusion that the 
neptunium (ill) and (IV) ions are Np^O)^* and Np^O)^* in non- 
complexing media.
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The neptunium(ill) - neptunium(lV) couple is reversible in 
perchloric acid solution at an inert electrode and the formal 
potential for the reaction
Np + e  ^ ■■=£ Np^
1^ 0has been measured and found to be +0.155V in perchloric acid solution.
1 8^In aqueous hydrochloric acid (1M) the formal potential is +0.HW,
Neptunium(ill) is therefore thermodynamically stable towards oxidation’
<
by water in the absence of oxygen.
Np3+ + H+(10"?M) --- » Np^+ + |h2 . E° = -0.55V
However it is thermodynamically unstable towards oxidation in acid
solution in the prescence of oxygen. In the pres/ence of hydrogen
ions oxygen is generally reduced to hydrogen peroxide but can also be 
131reduced to water, ^
°2 + 2H+ + 2e"*  > H2°2 E° = +0*682V
02 + ^H+ + 4e“  > 2H20 E° « +1.229V
Both potentials are appreciably more positive than the neptunium(ill)- 
neptunium(IV) potential, therefore spontaneous oxidation to 
neptunium(IV) will occur.
There have been no reports of studies of the kinetics of the 
spontaneous oxidation of neptunium(ill) although kinetic studies for 
the reactions neptunium(ill) - neptunium(v),*^ neptunium(ill) - 
neptunium (VI) ,^5 neptunium (ill) - iron (III )^9>150 an^  neptUnium(lIl) - 
ruthenium(III)*^ have been reported.
HYDRATED COMPOUNDS.
The first uranium(ill) compound isolated from aqueous acid s©
solution was formulated as 'HUCSO^ )^ ' and was reported early this 
109 110century. Sixty years elapsed before any further compounds
were reported.
Uranium(lll) sulphate,hydrates, U^SOj^.xH^O, where x ** 8,5 or.2) 
ioif
have been prepared. When dry the salts were moderately stable in
air. No appreciable oxidation could be detected after one or two 
weeks. Dissolution in dilute acid gave red-green solutions which 
slowly oxidised under nitrogen at room temperature and were rapidly 
oxidised by air. Rapid oxidation occurred even under nitrogen on 
dissolution in water.
Hydrated double sulphates, M^SO^.t^SO ^.xH^O, have been prepared
I 124for M - Na, K, Rb, Cs, NH^ , These compounds are relatively
stable in dry air bub less so than the simple sulphate and are only 
sparingly soluble in water and dilute acids. The diffuse reflectance 
spectra of the simple and double sulphates were recorded and were 
found to be very similar to those recorded for uranium(ill) in 
dilute aqueous acids. The compound K^l^SO^J^.x^O has also been 
reported.
A number of unsuccessful attempts have been made to prepare simple 
hydrated uranium(lll) halides from aqueous solution.^9»153»15^
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Hydrated uranium (ill) fluoride has been prepared by the
addition of ammonium fluoride to an aqueous uranium(ill) chloride
solution.23»112,158 ^een reported that the product, the
monohydrate, is very reactive and is immediately oxidised on 
23exposure to air  ^and alternatively that it is stable to storage in 
air for at least a month.
Hydrated uranium(ill) bromide has also been reported^ but this 
was not prepared from aqueous solution but from the controlled 
uptake of water by the anhydrous bromide.
Although no simple hydrated uranium(ill) chlorides have been
prepared a number of double chlorides have been isolated. These are
divided into two series, the Vgreen' chlorides M^UCl^^H^O (M^  - Rb,
NH^ ) and the ’purple' chlorides I^UCl^HgO (M1 = K, Rb, NH^).155 
The dry compounds are more susceptible to oxidation by air than the
sulphates? the 'green' compounds are more reactive towards water
and oxygen than the 'purple' compounds. The 'purple' compounds are
soluble in methanol, ethanol and dimethylformamide. The reflectance
spectra of both series have been recorded. The 'green' compounds
gave spectra similar to those of the hydrated sulphates and to the
solution spectra of uranium(ill) in dilute aqueous acid. The
-1'purple' compounds had a new strong band at 18,000cm which has
been attributed to more specific interaction between the chloride
ions and uranium(ill) than is found in the other chlorides or in 
155the sulphates.
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Attempts to prepare the corresponding uranium(ill) bromide 
156complex hydrates were unsuccessful as were attempts to isolate 
uranium(lll) oxalate, phosphate and acetate from aqueous solution*
Fewer hydrated compounds of neptunium(ill) have been obtained
from aqueous solutions, A purple solid is isolated when neptunium(ill)
solution in dilute deuterium hydrochloride solution is added to a
157saturated solution of potassium fluoride. The solid is very 
sensitive to oxidation and although the X-ray powder photograph is 
not as yet indexed, it can be said that the compound is not 
isomorphous with K^ UF^ ,
The double sulphate K^Np(SO^)^ has recently been reported,
and a sodium salt, NaNp^O^Jg.nHgO, Both compounds were found to be
very stable towards oxidation when dry. Hydrated compounds of
neptunium(ill) with oxalate, phenylarsenate, salicylate and fluoride
158ions have also been isolated from aqueous solution. The oxalate 
was appreciably oxidised within a few hours, the salicylate oxidised 
more slowly while the phenylarsenate and the fluoride, when well 
dried, could be stored for a long time at room temperature. The 
fluoride is the monohydrate and was prepared in a .manner analogous 
to that used for the uranium(ill) fluoride monohydrate. Further 
properties of these compounds were not discussed in detail.
5. COMPLEX CHEMISTRY.
The general tendancy towards complex formation can be measured
approximately by the ionic charge to Ionic radius ratio for a given 
ion i.e. the smaller the ion and the greater the charge the greater 
will be the tendancy to complex, so that the tendancy decreases in 
the order
>  MOg* >  M3+ >  MO*
The tendancy towards complex formation for tervalent uranium and 
neptunium is therefore expected to be less than that found for 
either the tetravalent or hexavalent states,
Within the actinide series there is a decrease in ionic radius 
for a given state in moving across the series therefore the tendancy of 
the tervalent ions towards complex formation will increase in the order
U3+ < Np3+ <  Pu3+ <  Am3"*"
Ionic radius 100.5 98.6 97.^ 96.2 (pm)
The known complexing behaviour of the actinides in all valency 
states indicates that they are Chatt - Ahrland Class A elements, It 
is therefore to be expected that uranium(ill) and neptunium(ill) will 
show little tendancy towards complex formation and are most likely to 
form stable complexes with F~, Cl" and oxygen donating ligands.
Although some solid complexes have been isolated most of the 
evidence concerning complex formation for the tervalent actinides has 
resulted from measurements in aqueous solution, A number of reviews 
have been published.^59~163
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In addition to the increasing stability of complexes along the
series from uranium(lll) to americium(ill) there will also be an
increased stability of the tervalent state towards oxidation as
previously mentioned. The values for the formal potentials in
perchloric acid for the reaction
w4+ - v „3+M + e — — > W
ares M - U, -0.63V? M = Np, +0.155V; M = Pu,+0.982V; M '« Am, -+2.7V. 
Uranium(lll) is unstable with respect to both air and water; 
neptunium(ill) is stable to water but is oxidised by air; 
plutonium(ill) is stable to both air (peroxide reaction) and water 
but can be easily oxidised while americium(ill) is very stable and is 
difficult to oxidise to americium(IV).
(i) Solid Complexes.
I  T  T
The formation of fluorocomplexes of the type M UF^ , M^UF^
has been mentioned previously. No corresponding complexes have been
identified for neptunium(ill) while for plutonium(ill) and
americium (ill) only NaPuF^^ and NaAmF^^ have been identified. It
has been reported that no complex formation occurs in the LiF-PuF^
166system and there have been no reports on the KF, RbF and GsF systems 
with PuF^ or AmF^ ,
A number of chlorocomplexes for tervalent uranium in fused 
salt systems have been previously mentioned, e.g. M^ UCl^ , M U^Cl^ , 
and M^ UCl^ . No corresponding systems have been reported for
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neptumium(lll) but a number of similar chlorocomplexes have been 
reported for plutonium(I I I i n c l u d i n g  M^ PuCl^ , M^PuCl^, M^PuCl( 
IIand M_ PuC1q, No fused melt chloride systems have been reported for
J 7
americium (ill).
The hydrated .'purple* chlorocomplexes, M^UCl^^H^O, have been
mentioned? no analagous neptunium(ill) or plutonium(ill) complexes
169have been reported but CsAmCl^^HgO has been prepared, ' The
4 90
hydrated plutonium (ill) complex Cs^PuCl^^H^O has been reported 
191and (Ph^ PH) P^uCl^  while a number of hexachlorocomplexes have been 
reported for americium(III)s Gs^AmGl^,^^^ Gs^NaAmCl^,
(Ph3PH)3AmGl6,1?1 (NEt^ )3AmGl6 and (NEt^ )2LiAmCl6.172 Salts
3- 171containing the ions PuBr^ and ArnBr^  are also mentioned,
A complex of uranium(ill) chloride and acetonitrile has been 
173isolated but attempts to repeat this preparation and to prepare
23the corresponding bromide were unsucessful,  ^ However, lack of full
173experimental details probably account for this.
IllTricyclopentadiene compounds of the form M (C^H^^ have been
1 9 Li* 1 9 ^ 1 9^ 1
reported for uranium, plutonium and americium. If prepared
in tetrahydrofuran the uranium(ill) compound forms an adduct
U^H^yOC^Hg which reacts with (-)-nicotine in benzene to form
and with cyclohexylisonitrile in pentane to give
U^H^^CNC^H^ which is the first example of a complex compound of
uranium(lll) with a uranium - carbon single bond,*7^  The preparation
of the tetrahydrofuran adduct of neptunium(ill) cyclopentadiene,
179Np(C^H^)^.30C^Hgf has "been reported but attempts to prepare 
Np(C^H^)^ by removal of tetrahydrofuran by heating under vacuum were 
unsuccessful.
Uranium(ill) complexes with the oxygen donor ligands phenazone
(phen) and 4-dimethylaminophenazone (dmaphen), j\j(phen)gjGl^ f
Jjj (phen)gj JjPh^ B^ j^  and JjJ(dmaphen) J h a v e  been isolated*-^  but
attempts to prepare similar complexes with ^ -aminophenazone and
4-bromophenazone were unsuccessful, as were attempts to precipitate
compounds from uranium(ill) solutions in acetamide, N-methylacetamide,
155N,N-dimethylacetamide and various organophosphorus esters.
Uranium(III)-hexathiocyanatochromate(III) complexes of the type
ju(dmaphen)J[cr(SCN)6J and [uL6][cr(SCN)6] where L - dimethylformamide,
198pyridine and phenazone have been reported. However attempts to
155repeat these preparations have resulted in immediate oxidation to 
uranium(iv) and reduction of the anion to a chromium(II) species.
These results were confirmed by examination of the spectra and the 
relevant electrode potentials.
An uncharacterized uranium(III)-hexamethylphosphoramide complex
155has been isolated.
There have been no reports of attempts to prepare the corresponding 
compounds for other trivalent actinides.
The dithiocarbamate (dtc) complexes Pu(dtc)^ , (C^H^^NPufatc)^
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and (C^H^)^NNp(dtchave been prepared but attempts to prepare U(dtc)^  
and Np(dtc)^ were unsuccessful due to immediate oxidation.
Addition of uranium(ill) to a methanolic solution of 8-hydroxy-
quinoline was found to result in immediate oxidation to uranium(IV).
XXXComplexes of the type M (8-hydroxyquinoline)^ have been isolated for
M = plutonium and americium although the plutonium compound could
only be prepared in a completely oxygen free medium to prevent
1 RO
oxidation to plutonium(IV).
(ii) Complexes in Solution.
Spectrophotometric studies in the presence of concentrated lithium
p j .
halide solutions have shown that the species MX and MX^ are formed
for uranium(ill),*^neptunium(ill), plutonium (III )*^ and 
17? 1RR
americium (ill), * where X «■ chloride or bromide. The stabilities
of the complexes formed was found to increase with increase in the 
atomic number of the actinide. The chloride complexes are more stable 
than the bromides and while there is evidence for an iodide complex
l8o
of americium(ill) * there is no similar evidence for iodide complexes
2+ 184of the other three metals. The existence of the species PuGl,
2+ i0c 186
AmCl and AmCl^ has also been indicated by ion exchange and
distribution studies. Anionic chlorospecies of uranium(ill) are 
indicated in 12M hydrochloric acid solution from spectrophotometric
1 Op 1 On
results obtained by Jorgensen while Sato { also showed, by ion 
exchange studies, the presence of an anionic chlorocomplex of 
uranium(ill) in hydrochloric acid of greater concentration than 7M.
Similarly in very high chloride concentrations the formation of anionic
complexes such as PuCl^ , AmCl^ and AmCl^ have been reported from
188 184 189 190spectrophotometric and ion exchange * studies. The
3- 3- 3- 3-complex species PuCl^ , PuBr^ , AmCl^ and ArnBr^  can be obtained in
171solutions in acetonitrile.
Spectrophotometric studies of uranium(ill) in aqueous sulphuric
acid solution of increasing concentration indicated the formation of
181complex species but no quantitative measurements were made. No
corresponding species were indicated in the neptunium(III)-sulphuric
182 *f“ 2+acid system. The cationic species Pu(SO^ ) and Pu(HSO )^ have
191been deduced from cation exchange studies and spectral measurements 
. have indicated the sulphate complexes Am(SO^)* and Am(S0^)~.*^
» In the presence of thiocyanate ions uranium(ill) is said to form
an unstable brownish yellow solution which is rapidly oxidised? there
have been no reports of the behaviour of neptunium(ill) in aqueous
thiocyanate solution. Choppin and Ketels, using a solvent extraction
technique*^ reported the formation of M(SCN)^+ and l^SCN)* for
plutonium(ill) and americium(ill) at thiocyanate concentrations up to
1M and noted evidence for the formation of M(SCN)^ near 1M thiocyanate.
Similar species have been identified in the plutoniura(lll)-
thiocyanate system by ion exchange studies although there is some
discrepancy in the calculated values of the stepwise stability
constants,*^ The existence of Am(SCN)?+ Am(SCN)*and Am(SCN)^ has
been confirmed by a number of workers at thiocyanate concentrations 
195-198around 1M. J Lebedev and Yakovlev report the formation of
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Am(SCN)^+ and Am(SCN)^.^^ They concluded that An^SCN)* exists over 
a thiocyanate concentration range that is too narrow to allow 
calculation of the stepwise stability constant. There is evidence that
anionic americium(ill) thiocyanate species exist in solutions of 4-5M
... . 198,199thiocyanate. 9
Plutonium(ill) and americium(ill) form a number of complex species
with organic acids. Ion exchange studies^0 of the complex formation
2*K +
of plutonium(ill) indicated the formation of Pu(HAc), Pu(Ac) , Pu(Ac)2»
«• p«L *4*
Pu(Ac)^and Pu(Ac)^ in acetic acid solution, Pu(Htart) , Pu(tart), and
Pu(tart)~ with tartaric acid and Pu(cit), Pu^cit)* and Pu^cit)^
201with citric acid. Investigations using a potentiometric technique
confirmed the presence of only Pu(Ac) and Pu^c)^ in the plutonium-
acetate system. Ion exchange studies have indicated the formation of
Am(Ac)^+, Aii^ Ac)** Am(Ac)^,^^ Aii^ HgCit)^ , Am(cit), Amfcit);^,^^
Am(tart)* and Am(tart)(Htart),^^ The species Am(lac)^+, Am(lac)*
and Am(lac)^have been shown by solvent extraction studies of the
americium(ill)-lactic acid system. The species An^cit)^” has been
205confirmed by electrophoresis,
The formation of complex species between plutonium(ill) or 
americium(ill) with oxalic acid is very dependant upon the pH of the 
system and the ligand concentration. Cation exchange studies indicated 
the formation of Pu^C^O^)^ and Pu^O^)* 0.005M oxalic acid at
pH i.3-3«0^^j at pH 3*5-6.0 and oxalate concentration of 0.01-2.1M 
the species Pu(C20^)|" predominates207! at pH 8 and 0,01-2.hM oxalate 
solubility studies indicate the presence of Pu^O^^, Pu(C^O^)^ and
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Pu(C20^)^ . For americium(ill) in the pH range 0,7-1.6 AmCHC^O^)^
!\) 209 / \— 209 
is formed predominatly, Above pH 2, Am(Co0,,) ' is formed,
b  2 *r 2
Solubility studies have indicated the formation of Am(C20^)+, AmCC^O^)"
and Am(C20^)5-.208
In the plutonium(III)-EDTA system (Y^ " represents the EDTA anion)
210 210 PuY has been identified by pH titrations , cation exchange ,
211 212 210 212 spectrophotometric measurements and electromigration ; PuHY *
2+ 210
and PuY^ have also been identified, In EDTA solutions In the pH
range 2.0-3• 3 the species AmY~ has been identified^^, while AmHY is
. 214
formed in the pH range 1,0-1,6,
Polarographic studies have been interpreted as indicating the 
formation of uranium (ill) cupferrate in solution^** and it was argued 
that the trivalent complex was as stable, if not more so, than 
uranium(IV) cupferrate. The formation of the solid uranium(III)
Pig
cupferrate has also been reported. These conclusions are certainly 
wrong when a comparison is made with the plutonium(III)-cupferron
21 7
system and the general chemistry of uranium(ill). Potentiometric
measurements indicated the formation of only plutonium(TV) cupferrate,
while precipitation experiments, even in the presence of a reducing
217agent also resulted in the formation of the tetravalent complex.
Where studies have been carried out, curium and the later actinide 
elements resemble plutonium(ill) and americium(ill) in their complex 
formation with the stabilities of the similar species increasing 
along the series,
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6. SOLVENT EXTRACTION, -
(i) General Introduction.
Solvent extraction is based on the principle that a solute can 
distribute itself in a certain ratio between two immiscible solvents, 
one of which is usually water and the other an organic solvent such as 
benzene, hexane or chloroform.
For a given metal ion, M, partioned between an organic phase and 
an aqueous phase the distribution coefficient, D^ , is defined as
Total equilibrium metal ion concentration in the organic phase
Total equilibrium metal ion concentration in the aqueous phase 
where M may be present as more than one species in each phase.
where org. and aq. refer to the organic and aqueous phases respectively 
and square brackets indicate stoichiometric concentrations.
D
D
+
L\] org
m
f t k .  + K U
M.*lijorg.
M.lijaq.
[ \ l
Dm
Various types of solvent extraction systems have been classified
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either in terms of the nature of the extracted species or of the
mechanism of the extraction process. The following classification is
' 218
based on that discussed by Diamond and Tuck.
(a) The Extraction of Simple Molecules.
There are a few covalent molecules e.g. iodine and mercury(II) 
halides which are extractable from aqueous solutions into non-polar 
solvents which may be regarded as non-solvating. The extracted 
molecules will exist in the organic phase as discrete unsolvated species.
(b) The Extraction of Neutral Chelate Complexes.
Most metallic cations in aqueous solution are associated with a 
definite number of water molecules. In this type of extraction system 
this coordinated water is replaced by sufficient organic chelating 
molecules to form a neutral metal chelate which is more soluble in the 
organic phase than in water. Ideally the coordination number 
requirements of the metal should also be satisfied such that no water 
molecules remain in the primary solvation sphere, p -Diketones such 
as acetylacetone and thenoyltrifluoroacetone are important chelating 
agents in this type of extraction,
(c) The Extraction of Ionic Species.
Although simple ionic species such as sodium chloride cannot be 
extracted into an organic phase, certain pairs-of inorganic ions can
be extracted from aqueous phases. Ion pairs can be formed by large 
unsolvated cations or anions which behave in inert solvents as 
covalent molecules e.g. alkali metal ions can be extracted with poly­
iodides while anions such as perrhenate are readily extractable with 
tetraphenylphosphonium ions.
Liquid ion exchange is included in this type of extraction.
Cations can be exchanged, usually for a hydrogen ion, as in extractions 
involving acidic organophosphorus esters or dinonylnaphthalene 
sulphonic acids. Liquid anion exchange involves the use of long chain 
quaternary ammonium salts which can undergo anion exchange with an 
ion in the aqueous phase.
(d) The Extraction of Neutral Species by Donor Solvents.
This depends on the ability of the organic phase species, which 
usually contains a basic oxygen atom, to replace coordinated water 
from neutral inorganic species in the aqueous phase. Neutral organo­
phosphorus esters are important extractants in this class and a common 
one, tri-n-butyl phosphate (TBP), was used for most of the extractions 
in the present study.
The general equation for the extraction of a neutral metal species 
by TBP in an organic diluent can be given by
+ XV .  + yH2° + nTBPo r g . ^  H(A)x.nTBP.yH2°orgi
When shaken with water TBP has a strong tendancy to hydrate 
giving the species TBP,HgO independent of the presence of a diluent
219 220provided the latter does not interact with TBP* When a metal
salt is extracted there is competition between the water and extractant 
molecules for the coordination sites of the metal ion and the 
extractability of the salt will be effected by the amount of water 
co-extracted. The amount of water ejected from or not entering the 
organic phase is particular to a given salt.
Most workers when publishing extraction results tend to ignore 
the possibility of coordinated water in the extracted species and 
consider the equilibrium set up to bes-
MX+ + xA~ + nTBP * = *  M(A) .nTBP aq. aq. org. 'x org.
This is probably justified when considering the extraction of 
actinides and lanthanides since spectral measurements of the organic
phases suggest that the nitrates of these metals are transferred to
221-226the organic phase without water. *" The actinide chlorides are
227 228
also extracted as their anhydrous solvates. 9
(ii) The Extraction of Neutral Actinide(III) and jlV) Species by TBP
The most widely studied actinide (IV) system has been the 
extraction from nitric acid solution. The extracted species observed 
in all cases is M(N0^)^.2TBP for M » Th, U, Np and Pu.229’23^ All 
are strongly extracted and in general extraction increases in the order
Th(lV) <  U(IV) < Np(lV) < Pu(lV)
There is some discrepancy in the degree of solvation reported for 
the uranium(IV) extraction from hydrochloric acid; the species
reported are UCl^.BTBP228 and UCl^TBP?35’23 For the neptunlum(iv)-
■ 237
hydrochloric acid system the species extracted is NpC1^ .3TBP,
Neptunium(IV) is relatively unextractable from sulphuric acid. Using 
10M acid and 20# TBP solution in kerosene is 0.01. The extracted 
species is NpCSOjp^^TBP,^-^ No report has been made of the extraction 
of uranium(IV) from sulphuric acid solution by TBP but using tributyl 
phosphine oxide (TBPO) the species U(S0^)2«3TBP0 is extracted,
There have been no reports of extractions of tetravalent actinides 
from thiocyanate solutions. However anhydrous phosphine oxide complexes
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of actinide(IV) thiocyanates have recently been prepared, in nearly
all of which the metal atom appears to be 8-coordinate i.e.
M(NCS)^,4R^P0 for M «= Th, U, Np and Pu, in comparison to the 6-coordinate
240-244species, MC1 ,^2R^ P0, in the analagous chloride system. It is
therefore to be expected that in solvent extraction studies, the 
number of solvated TBP molecules found for extraction from thiocyanate 
solutions will be greater than that observed for the extracted chlorides.
Where it is known, the crystallographic data and infrared spectral 
measurements indicate that in actinide thiocyanate complexes the 
thiocyanate ion is nitrogen rather than sulphur bonded to the metal 
atom. This is to be expected since the actinides are Chatt - Ahrland 
Class A metals which would favour nitrogen rather than sulphur coordination.
The degree of extractability of tervalent actinides would be 
expected to follow the tendancy of the ions towards complex formation
i.e. less extractable than the tetravalent state and increasing with 
increasing atomic number.
U4
Plutonium(ill) nitrate is relatively unextractable by TBP e.g. 
from 5M nitric acid using 0.69M TBP solution in kerosene is
0.0116 compared with ^ ^  of 16.6 under the same conditions.
Both plutonium(ill) and americium(ill) are extracted from nitric acid 
solution as MtNO^^TBP.225'22*6
It has been found that tervalent lanthanides are extracted
olf/?
reasonably well by TBP from thiocyanate solution and this has been 
extended to include americium(ill) which is extracted as 
Am(NCS)3.^ TBP248»2^9 i.e. a higher number of solvated TBP molecules 
than was found for the nitrate system.
Uranium(ill) has been extracted from aqueous thiocyanate solution
23using triethyl phosphate solution in benzene. v Only one other
p CQ
extraction of uranium(ill) has been reported  ^ using di-n-butyl 
phosphate in benzene as extractant but no experimental details are 
accessible.
There have been no reports of extraction of neptunium(ill) from 
aqueous solution.
EXPERIMENTAL
1. MATERIALS.
(a) The Preparation of Neptunium Solutions*
The isotopes of neptunium are listed in Table 4, The long half-
life of neptunium-237 (t^  *= 2.20 x 10^  y) makes this isotope the most
. . . . .  2
convenient for long; term use outside the establishments where the 
isotopes are produced and was used for this work. It is prepared in 
nuclear reactors by the neutron bombardment of uranium-238,
^^U(n 2n)^^U ------ ^
92 ' 92 ti - 6,75d 93 P
; 2
All work involving the use of neptunium was carried out in a 
Grade *B* laboratory which was monitored for a-activity at regular 
intervals. Within the laboratory the work was performed in a glove 
box maintained at a pressure slightly below that of the atmosphere. 
Preparation of samples for counting was carried out in a fume- 
cupboard. While working in the laboratory rubber gloves were worn,
Neptunium-237 (iOOmg of greater than 99# isotopic purity) was 
supplied as neptunium(V) nitrate in aqueous nitric acid solution 
(10ml, 1M) by A,E,R.E., Harwell. Due to the oxidising nature of nitric 
acid the neptunium had to be precipitated from this solution and 
redissolved in a non-oxidising acid before any reduction to 
neptunium(ill) could be attempted. The usual method of precipitation 
of neptunium from solution is either as neptunium(IV) or neptunium(V) 
hydroxide. In view of the small quantities involved and since both 
hydroxide precipitates are gelatinous and slightly soluble, an
Table 4
The Isotopes of Neptunium
Mass Decay Mode Half-life Energy of
Number Decay(MeV)
231 a 50 min, 6,23
232 K 13 ± 3 min.
233 K; (O.OOl#) 35 ± 3 min. 5.53 (a)
234 Y! p+; K 4.40 ± 0.05 d
235 Kj Y;a 1.10 y 5.02 (a )
236 p~; K; 22 hours
237 a} Y 2.20 xlO6 y 4.79; 4.77 (a )
£
237 (m) isomeric 6,30 x 10 sec,
transition
238 p“;Y 2.1 d
239 P~;Y 2.35 min,
240 p~; y 7.3 min,
241 p“ 60 min.
K « electron capture,
a. Taken from Ref. 251.
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alternative method was sought to enable maximum precipitation to be 
obtained. No convenient method for the quantitative precipitation of 
neptunium compounds was given in the literature so that a method for 
the precipitation of neptunium(IV) sulphate was devised, based on the
p cp
known solubility data for plutonium(IV) sulphate tetrahydrate.
The supplied neptunium solution (5ml) was diluted with aqueous 
sulphuric acid solution (5ml, 2M) and reduced to a neptunium(IV) 
solution by passage of sulphur dioxide for thirty minutes. Excess 
sulphur dioxide was removed by passing nitrogen through the solution 
for the same time. Propan-2-ol (20ml) was added dropwise to the 
reduced solution. After the addition of 15ml of alcohol, turbidity 
was produced and this increased until all the alcohol had been added. 
The solution was cooled in ice and after twenty four hours the 
turbidity had cleared and a few dark grey-green crystals had appeared. 
Crystallization was complete after ninety six hours. Further addition 
of alcohol and cooling resulted in no further precipitation.
This procedure was carried out in duplicate; one precipitate was 
dissolved in aqueous sulphuric acid solution (50ml, iM), the other in 
aqueous hydrochloroic acid solution (50ml, 0.6M) to give two stock 
neptunium solutions each containing approximately lmg ml of neptunium. 
The solution was used at this concentration for all neptunium(ill) 
experiments but was diluted as required for distribution experiments 
using neptunium(IV).
(b) Other Reagents,
Potassium thiocyanate solutions were prepared by dissolving the 
A,R. grade solid in water and standardising against silver nitrate (A.R.) 
using fluorescein as indicator.
Reagent grade hydrated uranyl sulphate was used,
Tri-n-butyl phosphate, TBP, (reagent grade) was purified by 
washing with aqueous 5 $ sodium carbonate solution followed by water.
This removed phosphoric, monobutyl and dibutyl phosphoric acids.
Triphenyl phosphine oxide, TPPO, was purified by vacuum sublimation,
Thenoyltrifluoroacetone, HTTA, and tri-n-octyl phosphine oxide,
TOPO, were used as supplied.
n-Hexane (b.pt. 67-?0°C) was dried over calcium sulphate and 
redistilled under nitrogen.
Solutions of the phosphate and other organic extractants in 
hexane were made up by weight and used as soon as possible.
Where possible any other materials used were A.R, grade and 
used without further purification.
All solutions for use with uranium(ill) and neptunium(ill) were
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deoxygenated before use by evacuating the apparatus and then bubbling 
nitrogen through the solution for forty five minutes.
2. NITROGEN LINE.
Because of the ready oxidation of uranium(ill) by atmospheric
oxygen all procedures involving uranium(ill) were carried out on a
nitrogen line. This consisted of an all glass apparatus, the design
25^ 255and use of which has been described elsewhere, * A schematic 
diagram is given in Fig.i,
Traces of oxygen were removed from the walls of the apparatus 
by repeatedly evacuating and filling with nitrogen. Apiezon high 
vacuum grease *L' was used on taps and joints on the line but all 
apparatus used for extraction experiments with uranium(ill) and 
neptunium(ill) was fitted with greaseless ‘Rotaflo’ taps and greaseless 
joints since hexane was found to quickly attack ’L' grease and 
allowed air into the system.
The nitrogen line was used to deoxygenate all solutions and to 
evacuate apparatus prior to use with neptunium(ill) solution. Although 
this solution is also readily oxidised by atmospheric oxygen, transfers 
of the solution were not carried out on the line because of the 
radioactivity of neptunium. Solutions were mixed in the glove box using 
apparatus that had previously been evacuated or filled with nitrogen. 
Nitrogen was passed through the glove box during all operations 
involving neptunium(III).
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3. ELECTROLYTIC CELL.
The solutions of uranium(ill) and neptunium(ill) were prepared 
by the electrolytic reduction at a mercury cathode, of the 
corresponding uranium(Vl) pr neptunium(iv) solution, A schematic 
diagram of the cell used is shown in Fig,2. The principles involved 
are the same for the reduction of solutions of both elements but the 
scales used were very different owing to the limited supply of neptunium.
For use with uranium, the reaction vessel was a standard 
Quickfit type (FR 700F) having a five inlet top joined by means of a 
ground glass flange. The neptunium vessel was all in one piece 
(diameter 7*5cra; height 7,5cm) made to specification by the University 
glass blowing unit and had only four ground glass inlets.
The cathode was a large pool of mercury (uranium i.5Kg; 
neptunium 0.65Kg) to which external electrical connection was made by 
a platinum wire dipping electrode. The platinum foil anode (uranium
p O
lcm ? neptunium 0,3cnr) was contained in a glass tube and separated 
from the bulk of the solution by means of a Grade III sinter. The 
anode compartment contained dilute acid at the same concentration as 
that of the electrolyte. The electrodes were connected by means of 
tungsten leads to a stabilized power supply which gave a maximum 
current of 5amps and voltage of 30 volts. The current could be set 
to any predetermined value and was limited electronically by the 
power supply. Small resistance changes were automatically compensated 
such that reproducible currents could be passed through solutions of 
the same concentrations.
Figure 2
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For reductions to uranium(ill) the mercury and electrolyte were 
stirred throughout the reduction using an electrically driven stirrer 
but no mechanical stirring was used for the reduction of neptunium 
solutions. Attempts were initially made to stir the latter with a 
magnetic stirrer but the weight of the mercury caused repeated 
failure of the stirrer. For uranium the cell was immersed in a bath 
equipped with efficient water cooling. A constant level was maintained 
in the water tank by a water pump. The neptunium cell was cooled in 
an ice bath. In experiments involving the electrolysis of chloride 
solutions, the chlorine produced at the anode was trapped in a vessel 
cooled in a dry ice bath.
The electrolytic cell for uranium was attached to the nitrogen
line and before reduction was started the cell containing the .
electrolyte was evacuated and filled with nitrogen. This procedure
was repeated three times. Details of this procedure and the method
used for the removal of the solution from the cell after reduction
i26are given in detail elsewhere. All manipulations after reduction 
were carried out on the nitrogen line.
The neptunium reduction cell was set up in the glove box and 
thoroughly flushed out with nitrogen for thirty minutes before the 
reduction was started. The solution was removed from the cell by 
attaching a previously evacuated vessel to the nitrogen inlet (see 
Fig.2). The three-tap section was flushed out with nitrogen and the 
tap opened to the evacuated section whereby some solution was removed 
from the cell by suction. Manipulations after reduction were more
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difficult without a nitrogen line but, in general, results suggested 
that air had been excluded. A slow stream of nitrogen was bubbled 
through the electrolyte throughout the reduction for both elements.
It was important in the reduction of both uranium and neptunium 
solutions that the mercury used for the cathode was of high purity 
and was frequently cleaned. All parts of the cell were also kept 
very clean since any solid impurities promoted oxidation of metal(ill) 
to metal(IV) and provided centres for the formation of hydrogen gas.
4. SOLUTION SPECTRA.
Solution spectra in the range **0,000 to 6,000cm were recorded 
mainly on a Unicam SP700 G automatic recording spectrophotometer, A 
few neptunium(ill) spectra were recorded on a Beckmann DK/2A.
In general icm silica cells were used. The cells used for the 
uranium(ill) and neptunium(ill) aqueous phase spectra were fused via 
graded seals to Pyrex vacuum taps. For use with non-aqueous solvents 
a 'Rotaflo* tap was attached. These cells were filled under nitrogen.
The organic phase uranium(ill) spectra were obtained using a 
demountable Beckmann-B.I.I.C. variable path lengh cell (UV-02) fatted 
with silica windows set at 0.1mm. This was filled using the apparatus 
shown in Fig.3. The organic phase from vessel A was run into vessel 
B which had previously been evacuated; nitrogen was added until the 
pressure within B had built up. The tap C was opened and the liquid 
was forced into the cell under the back pressure of nitrogen.
F ig u re  3
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A special perspex cell holder was made for the>cells used for 
recording the neptunium spectra. This holder was enclosed in 
polythene before the spectra were run. Polythene did not absorb in 
the range used.
5. SOLVENT EXTRACTION PROCEDURE.
Equal volumes of TBP solutions in hexane and the aqueous metal 
thiocyanate solution in dilute acid were used in all extraction 
experiments. The phase volumes were usually 4ml but in the uranium(lll) 
extractions 25ml phase volumes were used.
Preliminary experiments indicated that equilibrium was attained 
rapidly and a shaking time of fifteen minutes was generally used, all 
shaking being done manually. The metal(IV) thiocyanate extraction 
experiments were carried out in tubes fitted with ground glass stoppers. 
Air-tight vessels fitted with greaseless taps and joints were used for 
the metal(ill) extractions.
In all cases the TBP solutions were pre-equilibrated with acidic 
solutions of potassium thiocyanate at the same concentration as that 
to be used in the metal thiocyanate extraction experiment. This 
ensured that no change occurred in the aqueous phase acid thiocyanate 
concentration on equilibration of the metal ion solutions since
247thiocyanic acid is extracted from acid solution in a 1ti ratio by TBP.
H+ + SGN~ + TBP HSGN.TBPaq, aq. org.N org.
In most cases the two phases separated cleanly on standing or
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were separated by centrifugation. In the uranium(IV) extractions, 
aliquots of each phase were pipetted into stoppered tubes for sampling.
Two samples were taken from each phase and the activity of the phase
—I- ■ ■ ' ■ —I(counts min vol ) obtained as the mean of these results.
Difficulty was found in obtaining valid reproducible counts 
from neptunium samples prepared from thiocyanate solutions, therefore 
an indirect method was used. Samples of aqueous neptunium in dilute 
acid solution were counted before this solution was diluted accurately 
to a known volume with potassium thiocyanate solution. This solution 
was used as the aqueous phase in the extraction. After equilibration 
and separation two samples were taken from the organic phase. The 
activity of the aqueous phase was found by difference.
For both metals, the distribution coefficient D was calculatedm
as the ratio of equilibrium organic and aqueous phase activities.
Total equilibrium concentration of organic phase metal species.
D = -----    —--     — ;----------   ”~
m Total equilibrium concentration of aqueous phase metal species.
—1 —i
Activity of organic phase (counts min vol ).
Activity of aqueous phase (counts min vol ).
6. COUNTING TECHNIQUES.
(a) Neptunium.
The neptunium-237 isotope was determined by a-counting. lmg
neptunium-237 undergoes 1580 disintegrations min~* so that a counter
- 1 - 1with 2tt geometry should record 790 counts min neptunium at
100$ efficiency. ~ *
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The detector used was a high efficiency 2iT-gas flow proportional 
counter, Type 1077B (Gat. No, 3-7/5464), supplied by A.E.R. E. , Harwell. 
The gas used was argon and a flow rate of approximately 100ml min”* 
was maintained. The detector was coupled to the electronic equipment 
shown in Fig.4, The scaler, timer, high voltage unit and discriminator 
were supplied by Ecko Electronics Ltd,,whilst the pre-amplifier and 
combined linear amplifier and attenuation unit were supplied by 
Dynatron. Use of the discriminator virtually eliminated any electronic 
background count which was 8 to. 10 counts min .
The counting equipment was calibrated using a standard plutonium-
239 source supplied by A.E.R.E., Harwell and gave (5«35 *0.005) x 10^
—1disintegrations min” . Using the apparatus described 48 ± 1$ of 
the total disintegrations were detected.
The concentration of neptunium in a given solution could be 
calculated as follows for a typical examples-
Mean activity of lOOpl sample of solution (after correction
3 —1for background). * 2 x 10 counts min .
48# total disintegrations min”* iOOfil”* = 2 x 10^
- 1 - 1  3Total disintegrations min lOOjil = 2 x 10^  x 100
48
= if. 167 x 103
A
ly(g neptunium gives 1580 disintegrations min
F ig u re  4
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3 A
Concentration of neptunium in sample ® 4-. 167 x ICr^ jffg iOOjil
1580
; : : « 4.l67y/0g l”1
1580
*= 4. l6?*/0 moles 1~*
1580 x 237
Concentration of neptunium in sample « 1.11 x 10~^moles l“*
Samples for counting were prepared by pipetting 50 or lOOpl
samples onto 2.6cm diameter, flat stainless steel discs which had
previously been cleaned with acetone, flamed off and boated around
the circumference of the disc with a narrow ring (approximately 2mm)
of nail varnish. The sample solutions, both aqueous and organic, were
slowly evaporated in the fume cupboard using a peripheral heating
257device similar to that described by Tuck, The temperature gradient 
across the disc was such that no overflow nor spitting of the sample 
occurred and the evaporation was complete within 5 to 6 minutes. The 
samples were heated strongly in a Meker burner at 700 to 800°C and 
on cooling the thin samples so obtained were ready for analysis in 
the counter.
Good reproducibility was obtained for all solutions except those 
which contained even low concentrations of thiocyanate ions. In these 
cases non-uniform, thick deposits remained on the disc even after 
prolonged heating in the Meker burner, and irreproducible results were 
obtained which were much lower than expected because of self­
adsorption by the sample.
(b) Uranium
The uranium in the salts used was not isotopically pure, 
therefore absolute concentrations of uranium could not be determined 
using a counting technique, However counting was suitable for the 
determination of the ratio of the concentrations of uranium in the 
aqueous and organic phases from extraction experiments.
Weak y-radiation (0.l62MeV) from uranium-235 was detected using 
a scintillation detector, Type PW^ ill, supplied by Philips Ltd, The 
detector was fitted,with a well-type sodium iodide, thallium-doped 
crystal, PWM18, and an adaptor, PW^ ll^ f, in order that liquid samples 
could be counted. The scintillation counter was coupled to an 
arrangement of electronic equipment similar to that used for the 
a-counting, excluding the discriminator and attenuator. In this case 
all equipment was supplied by Philips Ltd.. To reduce background 
count due to stray radiation the detector was arranged vertically and 
housed in a castle of lead rings. Liquid samples (l.5ml) were placed 
in a stoppered bottle (1.8 x 0.9cm) which just fitted into the hole 
provided in the crystal.
In both types of counting concentrations of solutions were used
such that the activities of the initial aqueous phases were between
3 -1 41,5 - 2  x 10 counts min and a minimum of 10 counts were taken
from a sample such that there was a 96$ chance of the percentage error 
being less than i2 $ This is based on the probability of radioactive 
decay being defined by a Poisson distribution. In such cases for an
average count,m, the standard deviation is given by yin and the 96%
pro '
confidence limits are given by the formula 2JW x 100.
7« ANALYSES OF URANIUM SOLUTIONS.
The uranium content of solutions was estimated as uranium(IV), 
Uranium(ill) solutions were oxidised to uranium(IV) by passage of air 
for five minutes. A known volume (usually 5ml) of uranium(IV) 
solution in dilute acid was added to an excess of standard potassium 
dichromate solution (0.05M) and the amount of unreacted potassium 
dichromate was found by back titration with standard iron(II) 
ammonium sulphate solution (O.IM). The indicator used was an aqueous 
solution of N-phenyl anthranilic acid (colour change* violet red - 
green) and an excess (approximately 200ml) of aqueous sulphuric acid 
solution (1M) was added before the titration.
PREPARATIONS AND ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF URANIUM(ill) 
AND NEPTUNIUM(III) IN AQUEOUS ACID SOLUTION.
1. PREPARATION OF SOLUTIONS,
(i) Preparation of Uranium(ill) in Solution by Electrolytic Reduction
(a) In sulphuric acid solution.
A solution of uranyl sulphate, UO^SO^^tH^O, (25g) in aqueous 
sulphuric acid (200ml, 1M) was electrolysed using the cell previously 
described. The reduction, which took five hours, was performed at a 
current of 2-3 amps and a voltage of 20-30V. The rate of stirring 
was adjusted so as to prevent polarisation of the mercury cathode,
The yellow uranyl sulphate solution became pale green and then dark 
green as the reduction to uranium(IV) occurred. This was completed in 
about two hours after which time the current was observed to fall to 
around 0,5 amps because of blockage of the anode compartment by 
crystalline uranium(iv) sulphate. On further reduction the current 
increased to its original value as the crystals dissolved as the more 
soluble hydrated uranium(ill) sulphate. The solution became darker as 
reduction was continued and appeared very dark green, almost black, by 
reflected light. When viewed by light transmitted through the cell 
from a tungsten lamp this solution has a red tinge which progressively 
increased in intensity so that at complete reduction the solution 
appeared wine red by non7fluorescent transmitted light. After four hours 
the cell was cooled in ice and the reduction continued for one more hour,
(b) In hydrochloric acid solution.
The conditions observed for reduction in hydrochloric acid solution
varied with the concentration of uranium used.
Solutions for extraction experiments.
Uranyl sulphate (I5g) was dissolved in aqueous hydrochloric acid
solution (lOOmlj 0.3M) and a calculated quantity of barium chloride (8.5g)
in aqueous hydrochloric acid solution (100ml'#0.3M) was added to
precipitate the sulphate as barium sulphate. The mixture was digested
on a steam bath for two hours and filtered. The resulting solution
(approximately 0.16M in uranium) was electrolysed at 20-30V and at an
initial current of 1.2 amps. After thirty minutes the current had
fallen to 0,5 amps and the solution had become the characteristic dark
green of uranium(IV), No solid hydrolysis products were formed as had
126previously been reported. After one and a half hours the current 
had risen to 1.2 amps and the solution was brown green by transmitted 
light which indicated a gradual reduction to uranium(ill). A deep wine 
red solution of uranium(ill) was obtained after three hours, after 
which time the cell was cooled in ice and the reduction continued for 
one further hour.
Solutions for spectroscopic work.
Uranyl chloride solution (l0ml,0.l6M) prepared as above was
diluted with aqueous hydrochloric acid solution (l90ml,0.3M) such that
0
the solution was approximately 0.08M in uranium. The resulting solutionA
was electrolysed at 20-30V and a current of 0.5 amps, A deep red 
solution was obtained after forty minutes and reduction was continued
for a further twenty minutes with the cell cooled in ice. No intermediate 
precipitate of uranium(lV) hydrolysis products was observed.
(ii) Preparation of Uranium(lV) in Aqueous Acid Solution.
Solutions of uranium(IV) in dilute aqueous acid were obtained by 
the aerial oxidation of the corresponding uranium(ill) solution. Air 
was bubbled through the uranium(lll) solution for five minutes by which 
time the solution was grass green by both transmitted and reflected light.
(iii) Preparation of Neptunium(ill) in Solution by Electrolytic Reduction.
(a) In sulphuric acid solution.
— iThe neptunium stock solution (30ml, lmg ml ) in aqueous sulphuric 
acid solution (1M) was electrolysed using the small cell previously 
described. A voltage of 20V was used and it was found that a current 
of 0,7 amps passed through the cell. This low value was due to 
polarisation on the surface of the mercury cathode caused by the 
absence of mechanical stirring.(In the initial attempts at reduction 
using a magnetic stirrer to stir the mercury and electrolyte a current of 
greater than 1 amp was registered.) A better rate of movement of the 
electrolyte solution could have been achieved using a faster flow of 
nitrogen through the solution but since this would also have increased 
the extent of the splashing of the solution up the sides of the cell, 
the flow rate was kept to a level which caused an acceptable level of 
splashing such that reduction went to completion.
Under these conditions the initial green solution had turned 
pale lilac-purple after ten to fifteen minutes but electrolysis was 
continued for a total of thirty minutes to ensure complete reduction. 
Unlike uranium(ill) solution, the neptunium(ill) solution was pale 
lilac-purple by both transmitted and reflected light. This could be 
due to the dilution of the solution.
(b) In hydrochloric acid solution.
The neptunium stock solution (30ml, lmg ml *) in aqueous 
hydrochloric acid solution (0,6m) was electrolysed using a voltage of 
12V. The current was initially 0.7 amps but after two to three minutes 
fell to 0.35 amps and remained at this level throughout reduction. The 
green solution turned pale lilac-purple after five to seven minutes 
but'electrolysis was continued for thirty minutes to ensure that 
reduction was complete.
(iv) Preparation of Neptunium(lV) in Acid Solution.
Solutions of neptunium(IV) in aqueous acid were prepared by the 
aerial oxidation of the corresponding neptunium(ill) solution.
Neptunium(IV) solutions in dilute aqueous acid were green.
(v) Discussion,
The electrode processes occurring during the reductions were:-
Cathode (a) TTrt2+2 + + 2e" --- > U* + 2H20
+ e ----} u3+
(b) Np^+ + e" .---> NP3+
Also possible H+ + e" ----» * H2
Anode (a) For aqueous sulphuric acid solution.
20H~ - 2e“ ----* h2o + |o2
(b) For aqueous hydrochloric acid solution.
Cl" - e"  » iCl2
The acids were standardised before the metal solution were 
prepared. As the reduction proceeded the level of acidity would fall 
when using uranyl solutions but should have remained constant when 
using neptunium(IV) solutions (see equations above). The final acid 
concentration depended upon the extent of polarisation of the cathode. 
All acid concentrations quoted are the initial concentrations.
The couplesP metal(IV) - metal(ill) , are reversible andaq, aq,
involve only a single electron change. Such redox reactions in dilute 
aqueous acid will be kinetically fast when considering one electron 
reducing and oxidising agents which do not undergo any'bond changes. 
The rates of reduction from neptunium(IV) to neptunium(ill) and from 
uranium(IV) to uranium(ill) should therefore be fast and comparable. 
The initial stage of the reduction of uranium(VI) to uranium(IV) 
should be slower since it involves a two electron change and the 
breaking of a uranium-oxygen bond,
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No direct comparison can be made about the observed reduction 
times because of differences both in the scale of the reduction and in 
the molarities of the solutions used. In order to have a more direct 
qualitative comparison with respect to reduction rates a solution of 
uranyl chloride (30ml, 0,008M) in aqueous hydrochloric acid (o.6m) was 
reduced in the small cell. A voltage of 20V was used; the current 
was initially 0.? amps but dropped to 0.5 amps after five minutes.
After reduction to uranium(IV), electrolysis was continued for twenty 
five minutes until the solution was the characteristic wine red of 
uranium(ill). This was considerably longer than the five to seven 
minutes required for the production of the lilac-purple colour of 
neptunium(ill) as would be expected because of the spontaneous oxidation 
of uranium(ill) by aqueous acid solution.
As will be indicated later the presence of metal(iv) is readily 
detected in metal(lll) solutions by comparison of the electronic spectra 
in aqueous acid solution. The electronic spectra of the metal(ill) 
solutions prepared in the above ways indicated that complete reduction 
had taken place. This result for uranium(ill) had previously been 
established in these laboratories.
Attempts by other workers to prepare neptunium(ill) solutions 
had resulted in incomplete reduction.
Magnus son and co-workers reduced neptunium(iv) in aqueous
hydrochloric acid solution (I.63M) electrolytically using a platinum 
anode and mercury cathode. Using an applied potential of only 87$ 
reduction to neptunium(ill) was achieved.
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143 .Sjobl^m and Hindman reported 100$ reduction using hydrogen
144reduction at a platinum catalyst surface but later Hindman reported
145that this method of reduction gave inconsistent results. Waggener 
used a similar method of reduction with deuterium in place of hydrogen 
and reported 98$ reduction.
The incompleteness of these methods of reduction may be due to 
the imperfection of the experimental techniques used and/or the 
reoxidation of the metal ion in solution occurring at a rate which 
increases until it becomes equal to the rate of reduction of 
neptunium(IV). In view of the potentials of the reducing agents being 
used the imperfections of experimental techniques was probably the 
main reason for incomplete and inconsistent reductions.
' A chemical method of reduction using sodium formaldehyde
sulphoxalate, NaHSO^.CH^O^H^O, in the presence of hydrazine, used by
146Gel'man and Mefod'eva resulted in a maximum of 95$ reduction in 
aqueous hydrochloric acid solution. This method is very unsatisfactory 
in a number of ways. At the end of reduction the solution will contain 
a large quantity of undesirable material, excess reducing agent and 
products of its oxidation, which would have to be separated off before 
the neptunium(ill) solution could be investigated. After the addition 
of the reducing agent the solution had to be heated to 60~70°C in 
order to accelerate the reduction sufficiently to prevent the build 
up of neptunium(IV) in the solution. During the time required for 
cooling appreciable reoxidation to neptunium(lV) was observed.
Although hydrazine itself will not reduce neptunium(iv) to neptunium(ill),
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if this was not added the use of sodium formaldehyde sulphoxalate 
alone resulted in a maximum of 78# reduction.
In the method of reduction to neptunium(ill) described here, no 
additional ions are introduced into the system and the conditions used 
would appear to be such that the rate of reduction prevents a build up 
of neptunium(IV) by reoxidation in the solution and results in complete 
reduction. Furthermore, the technique is comparatively straightforward 
and has no obvious disadvantages.
2. ELECTRONIC SPECTRA IN AQUEOUS ACID SOLUTIONS.
The electronic absorption spectra of tervalent uranium and 
neptunium in common with other tervalent actinide ions, consists of 
sharp relatively weak absorption bands in the visible and near infra­
red regions and more intense broad bands in the ultraviolet region.
(a) Uranium(ill) in Dilute Aqueous Acid Solution.
The electronic absorption spectra of uranium(ill) in a number of
' .. 126,156,187,261,262 ™ . . aqueous acids have been reported, 9 * The reported
spectra in aqueous perchloric acid solution (1M), aqueous sulphuric
acid solution (1M) and water are given in Tables 5 and 6. The spectrum
in aqueous hydrochloric acid solution (1M) obtained in this work is
given in Fig.5 and Table 6, The spectra obtained in all dilute acids
are similar and may be that of the simple hydrated uranium(ill) ion.
The main bands (in aqueous hydrochloric acid) at 19100, 11300 and
v8l20cnT* have been shown to obey Beer's Law,
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Uranium(IV) absorbs strongly at about 6,500cm~* (Fig.6) and the 
absence of this band in the uranium(ill) spectrum was used as a 
criterion of the purity of the solutions prepared by electrolytic 
reduction.
(b) Neptunium(ill) in Dilute Aqueous Acid Solution.
The electronic absorption spectra of neptunium(ill) in dilute 
aqueous acid solution have not been well documented to date. The 
first published electronic spectrum of neptunium(ill) in dilute aqueous
260acid solution was by Magnusson et al. As previously mentioned the 
solution used for this spectrum contained about 87# neptunium(ill), 
the presence of neptunium(IV) was clearly indicated by a band at 
13,700cm’"'*, The neptunium (ill) spectrum was obtained by subtracting 
the' neptunium(IV) contribution at each wavelengh of the measured 
spectrum. The spectrum they obtained in aqueous hydrochloric acid 
solution (0,96m) is given in Table 7» together with the calculated 
molar extinction coefficients.
Similarly corrected neptunium(ill) spectra have been published
143 263 145for aqueous perchloric acid * and deuterated perchloric acid 
Solutions/ One attempt has been made to produce'neptunium(ill) in 
aqueous nitric acid solution.This resulted in a maximum of 70# 
reduction to neptunium(ill), the remaining neptunium(IV) being clearly 
indicated in the published spectrum. There has been no mention of the 
reduction to neptunium(ill) in aqueous sulphuric acid solution.
The electronic absorption spectra obtained from solutions of 
neptunium(ill) in aqueous hydrochloric acid (0,6m) and aqueous 
sulphuric acid (lM) solutions are given in Figs,7 and 8 and Table 7. 
Both spectra were very similar and consisted of a number of narrow
relatively weak bands in the visible and near infrared regions. The
-1 -1main bands were at 17,950cm and 12,500cm (in dilute aqueous
hydrochloric acid solution) or 12,600cm"* (in dilute aqueous sulphuric
acid solution). Most bands are at slightly lower energies than in the
2^0previously reported spectra in aqueous hydrochloric acid and 
perchloric acid*^ solutions.
Unlike neptunium(ill), neptunium(IV) absorbs very strongly at
13,700cm"* (see Fig,9) and the presence of this band was used as a
diagnostic test for neptunium(IV) in the presence of neptunium(ill).
The' neptunium(ill) spectra obtained in this work showed no absorption 
«*1at 13,700cm and the electrolytic reduction method used consistently 
produced 100# neptunium(ill) solutions.
The ultraviolet spectrum of neptunium(ill) has only been
261reported in aqueous perchloric acid solution (1M). The published 
spectrum consisted of an intense absorption band with maxima at 42,550
(e « 2,000 1 mole”* cm"*) and 37,740 (e = 12,00 1 mole"* cm”*) cm"*.
m ' m 7
The ultraviolet spectrum in aqueous hydrochloric acid solution obtained
in the present work is shown in Fig.10 and from this it can be seen
that the position of the intense band is at much lower energy to that
—1previously observed. The band extends from 28,600 to 36,000cm with
-1two maxima at 33,700 and 32,200cm and a pronounced shoulder at
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34,200cm *. No other workers have studied the ultraviolet region of 
the neptunium(ill) spectrum to enable further comparison of these two 
very different results*
The molar extinction coefficients have been calculated for the 
main neptunium(ill) bands and are also shown in Table 7* From this 
table it can be seen that in general the values were slightly lower 
in sulphuric acid than in hydrochloric acid solution; also the values 
for the two main bands in hydrochloric acid solution are less than
those obtained by Magnusson, Lachapelle and Hindman i.e. 38.2 and
—i —1 -»t —i
40.5 1 mole cm compared to 41,5 and 46.5 1 mole cm respectively.
o
However for neptunium(ill) in perchloric acid solution Sjobl^ Lm and
-1 -iHindman obtained a molar extinction coefficient of 48.2 1 mole cm 
for the 12,500cm”* band while values of 44^^ and 43*^ 1 mole”* cm”* 
have been independently obtained by other workers, which suggests that 
values given by Hindman and co-workers in all acids may be too high.
The gradual increase in intensity of the band at 13,700cm”* in 
the neptunium(IV) spectrum was used in the present work as a qualitative 
measure of the stability towards oxidation of the neptunium(ill) in 
dilute aqueous acid solutions.
Neptunium(ill) in aqueous hydrochloric acid solution (0,6M) 
showed only a trace of oxidation after being kept for one week under 
nitrogen in a sealed spectrophotometric cell. The corresponding 
solution in aqueous sulphuric acid solution (1M) was not as stable and 
some oxidation (about 20$) had occurred after twenty four hours but even 
after one week the solution still contained some neptunium(ill).
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As was suggested by the difference in electrode potentials for 
the metal(ill) - metal(IV) couples, *K),155V for the neptunium 
couple compared to -0,63V for the uranium system, the neptunium(ill) 
solutions prepared here in both acid solutions were more stable towards 
oxidation than the corresponding uranium(ill) solutions kept under the 
same conditions. The uranium(lll) in aqueous sulphuric acid solution (IM) 
was fully oxidised in three days and in aqueous hydrochloric acid 
solution (0.3M) there was slight absorption at 6,500c m d u e  to 
uranium(IV) after one day. More quantitative measurements on the 
stability of aqueous uranium(ill) solutions by Sato D suggested that 
in sulphuric acid solution (iM) uranium(ill) was approximately 33$ 
oxidised after one day, whereas in hydrochloric acid solution (0.5M) 
only 16$ oxidation had occurred after one week. The results obtained 
here are in agreement with these values,
(c) Neptunium(IV) in Dilute Aqueous Acid Solution,
The electronic absorption spectra for neptunium(IV) have not been
well characterised except in aqueous perchloric acid solution (iM),^'^^
The spectrum in aqueous hydrochloric acid solution (iM) has been 
2 6kreported whilst for aqueous sulphuric acid solution, two quite
different sets of values have been published for the molar extinction
26k- 265coefficients of the two main bands only, * J
The electronic spectra of neptunium(IV) in aqueous hydrochloric 
acid (0.6m ) and aqueous sulphuric acid (iM) solutions in the visible 
and near infrared regions are similar and are given in Figs,11 and 12
w
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and Tables 8 and 9. As with the molar extinction coefficients
calculated for neptunium(ill), those calculated for the main bands at
-113,700 and 10250cm for neptunium(IV) in aqueous hydrochloric acid
26^solution were lower than those found by Hindman et al, The molar
extinction coefficients for the corresponding bands in the neptunium(IV)
spectrum in aqueous sulphuric acid solution were lower than those in
aqueous hydrchloric acid solution and again were lower than the values
2 6kreported for these bands by both Hindman et al and Gainer and 
265Sykes, The values suggested by the latter workers were also lower
than those of Hindman et .al.
The values obtained by different workers for the main bands of
neptunium(IV) in aqueous perchloric acid solution (IM) were also lower
than those given by Hindman and co-workers. For example, values of
121' and 127 1 mole cm have been given for the molar extinction
-1coefficient of the 13,700cm band compared to Hindman's value of
—1 —1 14-3 —t1^ 5 1 mole cm while the suggested values for the 10,250cm”
band are Ikl^^ and 16k^^ 1 mole *cm * in comparison to 185 1 mole”* cm”*.
These results, as with the neptunium(ill) molar extinction coefficients,
suggest that values obtained by Hindman and co-workers were too high.
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Table 5
Electronic Spectra of* Uranium (ill) in Aqueous Solution#
IM HCIO, . a IM DC10f|. b
_ -1 _ -1v cm £v cm —m -HI
31,250 1670
28,650 1590
22,170 86 22,180 71.0
19,720 99 19,740 88.0
19,160 150 19,170 131.0
18,280 42.9
16,260 93 16,270 84.3
15,750 51 15,720 51.9
14,970 9 14,990 9.5
13,790 42 13.760 37.8
11,360 186 11,420 166,0
11,140 247 11,140 254.0
10,290 59 10,340 53.2
10,040 31.0
9,615 42 9,662 38.6
9,634 37.9
9,507 49 9,398 49.6
8,197 90 8,201 195.0
7,375 6.0
^,570 55.^
a. Stewart Ref. 262.
I
b, Cohen & Carnell Ref. 26ty«
Table 6
Electronic Spectra of Uranium(lll) in Aqueous Solution.
(all values in cm )
IM H2S0^C 4JL” IM HC1
22,120 22,250 22,120
20,100 20,050 20,120
19,600 19,720 19,650
19,100 19,150 19,100
18,400 18,400 18,380
17,100 17,100 17,100
16,400 16,480 16,450
16,200 16,200 16,200
15,660 15,700 15,650
14,900 14,900
13,660 13,720 13,680
11,400 11,400 11,300
11,100 11,140
10,220 10,220 10,220
10,000 9,950 9,900
9,540 9,580 9,550
9,330 9,320 9,300
8,123 8,180 8,120
7,100 7,200
4,750
7,280
4,400 4,470
c. Barnard Ref,126
d. Present work.
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Table 7
Electronic Spectra of Neptunium(ill) In Dilute Acid Solution,
l O ^  d 
_ -1vcm e
0.6M HC1 d 
_ -1vcm e_
IM HC1
_ -1vcm
e
e
26,000
in
35.0 25,950
in
30.8 26,200
m
28.5
24,700 37.6 24,700 32.6 24,900 3O.O
23,950 30.1 23,950 30.4 24,050 29.0
21,500 15.4 21,650 17.3 21,700 15.0
18,650 16.? 18,600 14.8
17,950 _. 36.0 17.950 38.2 18.100 41.5
16,500 21.2 16,450 23.4' 16,600 25.5
15,000 20.4 15,000 26.5 15,150 29,0
'12,950 21.4
12,600 37.4 12,500 40.5 12,700 46.5
11,600 21.7 11,500 21.9 11,650 23.5
10,600 9.4 10,600 14.4
9,900 15.4 9,850 24.7 10,000 29.5
d. Present work.
e. Magnusson Ref. 2.60*
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Table 8
Electronic Spectra of Neptunium(IV) in Dilute Acid Solution.
0.6M HC1 d IM HC1 f
_ -1vcm E
_ -1v cm cm —m
24,700 11.5 24,800 7.5
24,100 15.4 24,300 15.0
23,250 23.9 23,300 24.2
21,450 9.9 21,600 10.5
20,950 15.4 21,000 17.4
20,250 17.3 20,300 20.1
19,800 18.4 19,900 22.3
19,150 13.7 19,250 14.9
18,450 6.4 18,550 7.4
16,750 10.2 16,950 14.0
84.4 11l850.„ 126.0
12,400 15.0 12,600 16.7
12,000 21.1 12,200 26.3
11,750 18.6 11,850 18.6
10,250 74.2 10,350. 160,0
d. Present work, 
f, Hindman Ref, 264.
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Table 9
Electronic Spectra of Neptunium(IV) in 
Aqueous Sulphuric Acid Solution (IM).
Present work.
_ -1v cm £—HI
27,200 12.2
24,500 10.5
23,800 14.7
23,100 17.4
21,300 12.2
20,750 15.6
19,800 20.1
19,100 15.9
Hindman Ref. 264
12iZI0. 92.1
vcm E—m
18,350 8.1
16,550 12.6
13,600 79.7
13,100 26.2
12,300 12.6
11,900 27.7
10,450 23.6
10,150 61.3
10,300 76.2
Gainer & Sykes Ref, 265#
13,750 84.0 10,300 68.0
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ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF NEPTUNIUM(ill) AND URANIUM(ill) 
SOLUTIONS IN THE PRESENCE OF ANIONS AND CHELATING AGENTS.
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1. THE ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF THE LANTHANIDES AND ACTINIDES.
The electronic spectra of the lanthanides and actinides are very 
complex because of the large number of lines observed. Furthermore 
the spacial distribution of the f orbitals makes quantitative 
treatment of such spectra very difficult.
The relatively weak bands in the visible and near infrared
regions of the electronic spectra have been assigned to Laporte
forbidden fn - fn transitions while the more intense broad bands in
the ultraviolet have been identified as Laporte allowed fn - fn d^ 
266transitions. Theoretical attempts to identify the energy levels
n 267 268of the f electron systems have been given by Jorgenson. He
269used the Condon and Shortly treatment of the electrostatic 
interactions between electrons in different coupling schemes, including 
cases intermediate between (LS) and (jj) coupling.
A number of systematic attempts to correlate theoretdcal and 
experimental results have been reported for the ion iP? 106>261,270 272
The bands in the visible region were assigned to transitions from the
kRussell-Saunders ground state y^/ 2  higher energy levels arising 
3
from a 5£ configuration. The term assignments of the various energy
272levels given by Sengupta are shown in Table 10.
The bands in the visible region of the neptunium(ill) spectrum 
have been assigned to transitions from the Russell-Saunders ground 
state 1^  to higher energy levels arising from the 5f configuration.
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Fewer attempts have been made to correlate theoretical and experimentally
3+observed levels for the tervalent neptunium ion, Np , than for the
Qj, niJA OX
ion U . Carnall and Vfybourne analysed the low lying levels of Np
in aqueous perchloric acid solution (0.5M) and the Np^+ levels in
lanthanum bromide single crystals have been analysed by Krupe and 
273Gruber, the results they obtained being shown in Table 11.
The spin-orbit coupling parameters of the tervalent actinides
and cxf-C-
are twice as large as the electrostatic parameters and two thirds as
27 if
large as those in the corresponding lanthanides. Values for these 
parameters for the actinides, lanthanides and some d-transition elements 
are given in Table 12. The inclusion of the latter values illustrates 
the change over in relative importance from the electrostatic 
interactions in the d-transition elements to the spin-orbit interactions 
for the f-transition elements when considering interpretations of 
coupling schemes. As a consequence of the high spin-orbit interaction 
the energy level structures of the actinides show considerable 
deviation from Russell-Saunders coupling and a tendancy towards a jj 
scheme. The evidence in the references given above indicates that 
the levels of the actinide 'free ions' are best described by an inter­
mediate coupling scheme tending towards jj coupling in the elements
after curium. Since the Russell-Saunders scheme breaks down, Carnall 
270and Wybourne have suggested that the 'free ion' levels of the 
actinide elements should be identified by their J values and energies only.
2. THE EFFECTS OF METAL ION ENVIRONMENT.
The fn - fn Laporte forbidden transitions are little influenced
by chemical environment, while the fn - fn allowed transitions are
266more susceptible to change. A study of the changes in the spectrum 
produced by changing the environment of the simple hydrated metal ion 
can give qualitative indication of complex formation.
As mentioned earlier, uranium(iv) impurities in a uranium(lll) 
solution are indicated by the presence of a band at 6,500cm in the 
electronic spectrum of uranium(lll) and neptunium(lV) impurities are 
indicated by a band at 13»?00cm™ in the neptunium(ill) spectrum.
Therefore both metal(ill) spectra can provide information regarding
the stability and extent of oxidation of the metal(III) ion in
different environments regardless of whether complex species are indicated.
155It has been found . that the reflectance spectra of certain
solid hydrated uranium(ill) double chlorides showed an intense band 
-1at 18,000cm which obscured the sharp bands found in this region of 
the electronic spectrum of the hydrated uranium(ill) ion. The other 
bands were typical of the hydrated uranium(ill) ion although moved to 
slightly lower frequencies. The spectra of these double chlorides 
dissolved in water reverted to that of the simple hydrated uranium(ill) 
ion. The spectral changes observed for these solid chlorides can be 
associated with a change in the environment of the uranium(ill) ion 
resulting in the formation of a uranium(ill) chloro-complex.
Similar changes in the electronic spectra of aqueous uranium(ill)
solutions in the presence of lithium chloride and bromide have been
114 ✓studied by Shiloh and Marcus, Above 6M and ?M lithium chloride and
bromide respectively a new intense band appeared at 18,380cnT* for the
"*i +chloride and 18,280cm for the bromide. The complex species UGl^
+
and UBr  ^were suggested.
In a similar way the above workers investigated the changes in
the electronic spectrum of neptunium(ill) with increasing concentrations
141of lithium chloride and bromide. In concentrated halide solution an
intense absorption band appeared with a maximum at 26,050cmfor the
chloride and 25»850cm for the bromide ions. This band covered the
three low intensity bands of neptunium(ill) at 26000, 24700 and 
-124000cm . The spectrum in the visible region remained little changed
-1except that the intensity of the 12,600cm band had decreased to 40$ 
of the value for IM halide as the halide concentration increased to 12M.
114The attempt by Shiloh and Marcus to study complex formation of 
uranium(ill) with the thiocyanate ion resulted in the formation of 
unstable yellow brown solutions. As it was intended to study the 
solvent extraction behaviour of uranium(ill) and neptunium(ill) species 
from aqueous thiocyanate solution,, the electronic spectra of uranium(ill) 
and neptunium(ill) in aqueous thiocyanate solution was reinvestigated.
(i) Uranium(ill) and Aqueous Thiocyanate Solution,
0
Uranium(lll) chloride (0.08M) in hydrochloric acid solution (5ml,A.
0.3M) was added to aqueous potassium thiocyanate solution (20ml, 1.5M). 
This resulted in a dark green solution which was deep red by transmitted 
light. The electronic spectrum of this solution is given Fig,13 and
_4
and Table 13. Below 15#000cm the spectrum was similar to that of
the hydrated uranium(ill) ion although there was less resolution in
-1
the region 9#000-10,000cm and the bands had shifted to slightly
lower energies. Above 15#000cm  ^a definite change in the spectrum
was observed even though the thiocyanate concentration was much lower
than that of the chloride or bromide mentioned above. The intensity
of absorption had increased and there were maxima at 18,900 and 
-116,080cm . These intense bands covered the bands at 15650, 16200,
16^50,17100 and 19100cm*’ in the uranium(lll) spectrum in, aqueous 
hydrochloric acid solution. These changes show some degree of complex 
formation even at* such a low thiocyanate concentration.
The solution of uranium(ill) in aqueous potassium thiocyanate 
solution was completely oxidised within ten hours when kept in a 
nitrogen atmosphere,
(ii) Neptunium(ill) and Aqueous Thiocyanate Solution,
Neptunium(ill) chloride (l x 10 M^) in aqueous hydrochloric acid 
solution (3.5ml# 0.3M) was added to aqueous potassium thiocyanate 
solution (0.5ml, 4m) in an air tight spectrophotometric cell. Due to 
the low concentration, of neptunium the colour of the solution was not 
easily discernable but was probably pale green rather than the pale 
lilac-purple colour of neptunium(ill) solutions in aqueous acid; this 
is in agreement with the green colour found for neptunium(ill) in 
lithium halide solutions,The electronic spectrum of the neptunium(ill) 
thiocyanate solution is given in Fig.l^ and Table 13. Below 20,000cm
the spectrum was similar to that of the hydrated neptunium(ill) ion,
-1while above 20,000cm the absorbance increased markedly with a shoulder
-1on this broad band at 22,000cm . This band, which covered lower
-1intensity bands at 26000, 24700,and 24000cm found in the spectrum 
of neptunium(ill) in aqueous acid solutions, did not have a maximum 
corresponding to the band found with concentrated lithium halide 
solution. The broad band here was probably due to the thiocyanate ions 
since the band, which reaches a maximum at about 36,000cm,^  was found 
in the oxidised neptunium(IV) thiocyanate spectrum and was found to 
vary in intensity with the concentration of the thiocyanate solution 
used. This band would mask any less intense bands from the neptunium(ill).
(iii) Uranium(ill) in Other Anion Environments.
The stability of the uranium(ill) aquo ion in the presence of
23various inorganic and organic anions has been investigated. It was 
reported that immediate oxidation to uranium(IV) occurred in the 
presence of the thiocyanate ion while the present work suggested that 
more stable thiocyanate solutions are possible. In the previous study 
the uranium (ill) solution was prepared by dissolving solid NH^UCl^^^O 
in deoxygenated water, whereas in the present' study the more stable 
thiocyanate solution was prepared using uranium(ill) in dilute 
hydrochloric acid solution (0.3M), The stability of uranium(ill) in 
dilute acid solution in the presence of other anions was therefore 
investigated. The anions chosen were, in general, oxygen donating, non­
reducible, Glass A anions.
Uranium(ill) chloride (0.08M) in aqueous hydrochloric acidA
solution (5ml» 0.3M) was added to a solution of the sodium or potassium 
salt of the different anions in aqueous hydrochloric acid (15ml, 0.5*0# 
The resulting solutions were 0.5M with respect to the anions. Immediate 
oxidation was indicated by the formation of a grass green solution and 
the evolution of gas. Where this did not occur some of the solution 
was transferred to an airtight spectrophotometric cell and the electronic 
absorption spectrum was recorded. The results are summarized in 
Table lfy and the spectra obtained are given in Tables 15 and 16 and in 
Pigs.15, 16 and 17.
Uranium (ill) was immediately oxidised by the presence of oxalate, 
sulphite, borate and phosphate ions. In the latter two cases a thick 
gelatinous precipitate was formed. The precipitate colour, green for the 
borate and brown for the phosphate, did not change on the addition of 
oxygen even after twenty four hours. The solids were therefore 
considered to contain uranium(iv) but no spectra were recorded to 
prove this.
With EDTA an initial brown orange solution formed which oxidised 
within two minutes to give a pale green solution, possibly indicating 
the transient formation of a uranium(ill) complex. In the presence of 
nitrite ions a thick gelatinous dark green precipitate formed in a 
blue-green solution, accompanied by some evolution of a colourless gas#
On entry of air copious evolution of gas occurred and the solution 
turned very pale green suggesting that incomplete oxidation had occurred 
on mixing the two solutions.
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In the presence of other anions the initial solutions obtained 
contained only uranium(lll)j no uranium(lV) impurities were indicated 
in the spectra.
The solution obtained in the presence of citrate ions was dark
green by reflected light and orange brown by transmitted light. The
spectrum obtained (Fig,15) was very similar to that of uranium(ill)
in the presence of thiocyanate ions. Broad bands at 18,650 and 
—I15,950cm covered the less intense bands of the hydrated uranium(ill)
-1 -1ion above 15,000cm ; below 15,000cm the spectrum was similar to
that of the hydrated uranium(ill) ion with the bands shifted to lower 
energy, There was no observable change in the spectrum after two hours 
and approximately 30$ oxidation had occurred after standing for twenty 
four hours in a sealed nitrogen atmosphere.
In aqueous acetate solution uranium(ill) formed a darkish green
solution which was golden yellow by transmitted light. Above 15,000cm
the spectrum (Fig.16) had changed slightly but not as much as with the
citrate solution, The bands became broader with maxima at 18,950 and 
-116,050cm and the intensity ot; the former band is slightly greater
-1than that of the band at 10,950cm rather than slightly lower as in
the hydrated uranium(ill) ion spectrum. After keeping under nitrogen
for twenty four hours,approximately 30$ oxidation was indicated by the
spectrum, suggesting that under the conditions used in the present
study the rate of oxidation of uranium(ill) in the presence of acetate
133ions was more rapid than that reported in which the half-life 
oxidation period for uranium(lll) in aqueous hydrochloric acid (0.5M) 
and acetic acid (1.0M) was 997 days.
The spectra obtained for solutions of uranium(ill) in the 
presence of formate, lactate and fluoborate were very similar to that 
of the hydrated uranium(ill) ion. All solutions were dark green by 
reflected light but varied in the colour observed using transmitted 
light. The formate solution was primose yellow, the lactate solution 
was yellow-green and the fluoborate was wine red, similar to that of 
uranium(ill) in dilute aqueous acid solution.
The above results suggest that the stability of the uranium(ill) 
ion in the presence of certain inorganic and organic anions is increased 
by the presence of dilute aqueous acid. With the exception of the 
fluoborate the colour of the solutions produced indicated that there 
was some degeee of complex formation between uranium(ill) and the 
anions even though the concentrations of the latter are low. The 
spebtral shifts observed will be discussed later.
(iv) Neptunium(ill) in Other Anion Environments.
iO
Neptunium(ill) chloride (3 x 10 M^) in aqueous hydrochloric acid 
solution (2ml, 0.5M) was added to a solution of the sodium or potassium 
salt of different anions (0.5M) in aqueous hydrochloric acid (iml, O.lM) 
contained in a spectrophotometric cell, The electronic spectrum of 
the resulting solution was recorded. The spectra obtained are given 
in Table 17 and Fig.18,
On addition of the neptunium(ill) solution to the oxalate solution 
an intense orange coloured solution resulted which turned dark brown
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within five minutes and had completely oxidised within fifteen minutes to 
give a pale green solution and.a pale green precipitate. This suggested 
that neptunium(ill) was slightly more stable in an oxalate environment 
than is uranium(III), the colour changes possibly indicated the 
transient formation of a neptunium(ill) oxalate complex. No spectrum 
could be obtained for neptunium(ill)j the solution had turned green 
in the time that elapsed between mixing the solutions and recording
i'
the spectrum.
The solutions obtained with neptunium(ill) in the presence of 
formate, acetate and citrate were all dark blue-purple in colour and 
the spectra indicated that no oxidation to neptunium(IV) had occurred.
The spectra obtained for solutions of neptunium(ill) in the 
presence of formate and acetate ions were similar to that of the 
hydrated neptunium(ill) ion with the bands shifted to slightly lower
-ienergies. In the presence of citrate ions the intense band at 33?700cm
-1became broader and extended from 35»?10 to 22,460cm covering the low
-Iintensity bands at 25950, 24700 and 23950cm in the spectrum of
neptunium(ill) in aqueous acid solution. The intensity of this band
-1had approximately doubled while the bands ;at 12,500 and 9,850cm had 
virtually disappeared,
No discernable oxidation had occurred in the citrate and acetate 
solutions after being kept for eighteen hours under nitrogen but very 
slight oxidation occurred in the formate solution.
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3. DISCUSSION OF OBSERVED SPECTRAL RESULTS.
On studying the spectra of the aquo .ion and the anhydrous salts
of the lanthanum elements, praesodymiura(III), neodymium(ill) and
samarium(ill), Ephriam and Block^'* found a shift of the narrow fn - fn
absorption bands to a lower energy compared to the aquo ion with the
exception of the anhydrous fluoride, spectrum which shifted towards
higher energy. The shifts were of the order of 1$ relative to the aquo
ion bands, Similar shifts were later noted by other workers.
Boulanger studied mixed oxide systems for praesodymium(lll) and
neodymium(ill), whilst the shifts in the spectra of these metals in
277the presence of organic ligands was studied by Jorgensen. Studies 
of similar shifts for the actinide element, curium(ill) were carried 
out by Asprey and Keenan and Carnall and Fields. The results 
obtained by these workers, expressed as average band shifts compared 
to the aquo ion in percent of wavenumber are given in Table 18.
The shifts should more correctly be expressed relative to the spectrum 
of the 'free ion' but the aquo ion was initially used as a standard 
since more results were readily available for this system as many 'free 
ion' levels were not then experimentally known. Both the fluoride and 
aquo bands are shifted to lower energy compared to the 'free ion'.
This effect has now been extensively studied particularly with
reference to the d-transition elements, where the observed shifts are
larger than for the f-transition elements, and has been called the
'Nephelauxetic Effect*, Quantitative aspects of this effect have been
280discussed at some length by Jorgensen . The term 'nephelauxetic'
means cloud expanding and is used to describe an expansion of the 
partly filled d or f orbitals which is believed to result from overlap 
with ligand orbitals. The relative expansion is interpreted in terms 
of an increased degree of covalency between the metal and the ligand.
The expansion of the radial function of the ‘hydrogen-like’ wave 
functions will effect the values of the interelectronic repulsion 
parameters and the spin-orbit coupling parameter which will be smaller 
for the complex than for the 'free ion'. The nephelauxetic ratio,p , 
is often expressed in terms of the Racah interelectronic parameter B, where
B in complex
P  as --------------------
B in free ion
It is clearly possible to order ligands according to the extent 
to which they reduce the different parameters i.e. the order in which 
metal ligand covalency increases. The series so obtained is called 
the Nephelauxetic Series. From Table 18 the nephelauxetic series with 
respect to praesodymium(lll) will be (in order of increasing covalency)
F~ < H^O < Ac” < acac tart2~ < cit^”
<  EDTA < Cl*" < Br~ < i" <  02~
A number of series have been built up from extensive analysis of
the spectra of different metals and the order found corresponds roughly 
to the order of the electron affinities of the donor atoms,
F < 0 <  N < Cl <  Br <  S —  I < Se
i.e. the highest electron affinities give the smallest shifts.
The ligands remain in approximately the same order for different
pOQ
metals but some differences are found. From Table 18 it can be seen
that for neodymium(ill) the orders of the citrate and EDTA are reversed
with respect to the list given above.
The extent of the metal-ligand covalency will also be a function 
of the metal involved. For a given ligand the most covalent metal to 
ligand bond will be formed by those metals most capable of polarising 
the ligand,
The average band shifts compared to the aquo ion in percent of 
the wavenumber for uranium (ill) and neptunium (ill) spectra observed in 
this work together with shifts calculated from uranium(ill) spectral 
data given in Ref, 23 are given in Tables 19 and. 20, From these tables 
it can be seen that the ligand order of increasing covalency with 
uranium(ill) iss-
H^O < BF^ < lac" formate" <  Ac" <
NCS" < Cl" -wcit3" <  Br" < I"
This ordering is compatible with the series previously given for
praesodymium(lll) and neodymium(ill). As would be expected the relative
shifts for uranium(ill) are greater than those of neodymium(ill) due
to the greater availability of the 5f electrons for bonding than that
of the kf electrons. The shifts observed for neptunium(ill) are less
than those of uranium(ill), This is not as would be expected by
comparison with the d-transition series where the shifts increase along
280the series with increasing atomic number. However it is in agreement
with the order of shift magnitude observed for praesodymium(lll) and 
neodymium(ill) (see Table 18). It is possible that the ordering of 
these two pairs of metals would be reversed if the shifts were 
compared to the 'free ion* rather than the aquo ion.
The order of anions observed for neptunium(ill) is:- 
H^O <  Ac" <  NGS" <  formate" <  cit^“
This ordering suggests that the neptunium (ill)-formate bond is 
more covalent in nature (relative to the other anions) than is the 
uranium(ill)-formate bond.
4. THE EFFECT OF ORGANIC LIGANDS ON THE STABILITY OF NEPTUNIUM(ill) 
TOWARDS OXIDATION.
Attempts have been made to obtain uranium(ill) complexes
with a large number of organic ligands,most of which resulted in 
immediate oxidation to uranium(IV),
Neptunium(ill) has been found to show greater stability towards 
oxidation than uranium(ill) and therefore the effect of some organic 
ligands on the stability of the neptunium(ill) ion was investigated in 
the hope of finding an organic ligand-neptunium(lll) system that was 
stable towards oxidation and could be used to extract neptunium (ill) 
from aqueous solution.
Neptunium(ill) chloride (2 x 10 M^) in aqueous hydrochloric acid
solution (2ml, 0.5M) was added to a solution of the organic ligand in 
methanol (2ml, 0.1M) contained in a spectrophotometric cell. The 
electronic spectra of the resulting solutions were recorded.
The complexing agents used weres- acetylacetone, benzoylacetone, 
thenoyltrifluoroacetone, sodium diethyldithiocarbamate, N-benzoyl-N- 
phenylhydroxylamine, 8-hydroxyquinoline, hexamethylphosphoramide and 
phenazone, i.e. in general oxygen donor complexing agents were used 
since these are more likely to complex with Class A metals.
Immediate oxidation occurred with N-benzoyl-N-phenylhydroxylamine, 
whilst with sodium diethyldithiocarbamate the solution passed rapidly 
from an intense purple-black colour to a vivid orange colour, This 
colour changed more slowly and after five to ten minutes a cloudy, 
almost colourless solution remained. The neptunium(ill) was partially 
oxidised on mixing with acetylacetone but in the presence of all other 
ligands no neptunium(IV) products were observed on mixing the two 
solutions and only a trace of oxidation had occurred after keeping for 
twelve hours under nitrogen in the air-tight spectrophotometric cell.
The electronic spectra obtained are given in Tables 21 and,22.
In most cases strong absorption by the ligand masked the neptunium (ill)
-1 -1bands above 22,000cm while the bands below 15,000cm were very
poorly resolved. From Tables 21 and 22 it can be seen that with the 
exception of phenazone and HMPA the presence of the organic ligand has 
very little, if any, effect on the positions of the bands in the 
neptunium(ill) spectrum, indicating little tendency towards covalency 
of these ligands for neptunium(ill).
The addition of phenazone and HMPA causes a definite shift of 
the bands to lower energies. The average percent shifts relative to 
the aquo ion for these spectra are included in Table 20, from which it 
can be seen that the degree of covalent complex formation is greater 
for HMPA than for phenazone and if included in the nephelauxetic series 
for neptunium(ill), the series becomes :-
H^O < Ac" < phenazone < NCS” <  formate" HMPA < cit*^
5.NEPHELAUXETIC SHIFTS IN URANIUM(IV) AND NEPTUNIUM(IV) SPECTRA.
As previously discussed the tendency towards complex formation 
is greater for tetra- than trivalent metal ions, therefore larger 
shifts would be expected in the spectra of tetravalent uranium and 
neptunium for any given anion than for the tervalent state. In the 
d-transition series higher oxidation states give larger shifts than 
do lower statess-
Mn(ll) < Ni(II)~Co^Lll) < Cr(lll) < Fe(lll) < Co(lll) <  Mn(lV) 280
The uranium(ill) and neptunium(ill) solutions with various anions 
and organic ligands previously prepared were oxidised to the tetra­
valent state and the spectra of the. oxidised solutions were recorded.
The average band shifts compared to the aquo ion in percent of the 
wavenumber are given in Tables 23 and 2ht For both metals the relative 
shift for a particular ligand is greater for the tetravalent than for 
the tervalent metal as was expected. The shifts for neptunium(IV) are 
smaller than those for uranium(IV), As with the tervalent state this 
result was not expected since the actinide contraction makes
neptunium(IV) the smaller and. more polarising cation. The order of 
ligands with increasing covalency with uranium(IV) is:-
?-H^O < lac < formate ^  ox < Ac 
~  NCS" ^  cit^" < Cl" < Br" < i"
and for neptunium(lV) is :-
H^O < Ac < acac <  HTTA < phenazone < BTTA
-  - 2 -  3-8-hydroxyquinoline <  formate <  NCS <  ox <  cit
With the exception of the organic chelating agents these orders 
are comparable with those found for the tervalent cations. The organic 
chelating agents combine with some degree of covalency with tetravalent 
metal ions whereas this was not observed with the tervalent cations.
Table 10
Theoretical Energy Levels For Uranium(ill).
Term
Assignment
Experimental Theoretical
l9/2
Lll/2
F.
3/2
'13/2
'H.9/2
’5/2
15/2
5/2
'7/2
Centre of Gravity Free ion level
(v cm ^)
0
^,323 
7,124 . 
7,884 
8,912 
9,664
10,752
11,634
13,747
( vcm )^
0
4,300
7,046
7,864
8,853
10,189
10,859
11,646
13,602
a. Sengupta Ref. 272
Table 11
Energy Levels For Neptunium(ill)
Term Experimental Theoretical
Assignment Centre of Gravity Free Ion Level
( v cm ^) ( vcm *)
0 221
515 3,735 3,885
516 7,055 7,058
5'F2 8,065
F^. 9 .424 9,^ 08
5I? 9,747 9,640
5F^ 10,503 10,720
5F3 11,355 11,341
5S„ 11,629 11,723
5Io 12,114 11,807
5G, 12,539
5G„ 12,742 12,527C
5Fc 14,729 14,789
3K6 14,717
\  15,017
X, 16,073 15,4473
\  17,305 16,910
3H,l 17,551 17,565
3
4
D 18,168 18,248
b, Krupe and Gruber Ref.273
Ill
Term
Assignment
(continued)
Theoretical 
Free Ion Level
Table 11
Experimental 
Centre of Gravity 
(v cm ^)
18,916
19,775
20,361
20,822
21,516
21,754
22,311
22,637
23,772
24,231
( vcm *)
18,501
18,197
18,462
19,862
20,495
20,619
21,032
21,159
20,865
20,706
21,336
21,873
22,813
21,591
21,584
22,433
23,090
23,370
23,136
23,405
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Table 12
Interelectronic Repulsion and Spin-Orbit Coupling Parameters 
For Various Trivalent f- and d-Transltlon Elements« 
(all values in cnT*)
Metal Ion F^
V3* 1,407 209
Cr3* 1,508 273
Mn3* 1,600 352
Fe3* 1,700 460
Co3* 1,795 580
^4f
Pr3+ 305 730
Nd3* 328 885
Pm3* 346 1,070
Sm3* 370 1,200
Eu3* 401 1,320
Gd3* 406 1,583
Tb3+ 434 1,705
Dp3* 420 1,900
. Ho3* 415 2,163
Er3* ‘ 433 2,393
Tm3* 451 2,656
’ *5f
U3* 196 1,666
Np3* 225 2,070
Pu3* 240 2,292
Am3* 260 2,548
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Table 13
Electronic Spectra of Metal(ill) in Aqueous
Potassium Thiocyanate Solution.
_1
(all values in cm )
Uranium(ill) Neptunium(ill)
18,850 18,620
16,000 1?,850
15,500 16,400
13,^00 14,900
11,100 12,500
10,900 11,500
9,950 10,500
9,150 9,750
8,000
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Figure 13
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Table 14
The Stability of the Uranium(ill) Aquo Ion in 
The Presence of Various Anions
Anion Stability
Water x 0.3M-HC1
Acetate Oxidation Stable
Formate Oxidation Stable •
Citrate Oxidation a Stable
Fluoborate Oxidation a Stable
Lactate Oxidation a Stable
Borate Oxidation Oxidation
Nitrite Oxidation Oxidation
Thiocyanate Oxidation Stable
Oxalate Oxidation Oxidation
EDTA Oxidation Oxidation
Phosphate Oxidation Oxidation
Sulphite Oxidation Oxidation
Stable - stable for 10 hours at room temperature.
a. Oxidation to uranium(IV) within five minutes.
b, Solid uranium(iv) compound formed.
x. Barnard et al Ref.23-
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Table 15
Electronic Spectra of Uranium(ill) in the 
Presence of Various Anions
(all values in cm 
Formate Acetate
20,100
19.050 
18,300 
17,000 
16.050 
15,500
13,550
11,200
10,950
10,100
9,^ 00
9,200
8,050
18.950
17,000
16,050
15.500
13.500 
11,200
10.950 
10,050
9,200
8,000
Citrate
18,650
15,950
15.350
13.350 
11,100 
10,900
9,900
9,300
9,150
8,000
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Table 16
Electronic Spectra of Uranium(ill) in the 
Presence of Various Anions 
(all values in cm”*)
Fluoborate
22,100
19,650
19,100
17,100
16,350
16,150
15,600
13,600
11,200
10,950
10,150
9,850
9,500
9,200
8,000
Lactate
22,100 
19,600 
19,100
18,350
17,000 
16,100
15.550
13.550
11,200
10,950
10,100
9,800
9,^ 50
9,200 
8,000
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F igure 17
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Table 17
Electronic Spectra of Neptunium(ill) in the 
Presence Of Various Anions 
(all values in cm )
Formate Acetate Citrate
25,440 25,670
24,510 24,570
23,720 23,780
21,590 21,550 21,320
18,330 18,400 18,390
17,820 17,940 17,660
16,420 16,500 16,240
14,900 14,950 14,720
12,370 12,450 12,370
11,390 11,430
10,650
9,770 9,800 9,830
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Table 19
Relative Band Shifts (compared to the aquo ion) 
of Uranium(ill) in Percent of Wavenumber
Band for Aquo Ion (cm”*) 13,680 11,300 10,220 Average
Fluoborateaq. -0.58 -0,88 -0.69 -0.72
Lactateaq. -0.95 -0.88 -1.17 -1.10
Formateaq. -0.95 -0.88 -1.17 -1.10
Acetateaq. -1.31 -0.88 -1.66 -1.23
Citrateaq. -2.41 -1.77 -3.13 -2.44
Thiocyanate^ -2.05 -1.79 -2.15 -2.00
Chloride -2.78 -1.33 -3.13 -2.41
Bromide -3.15 -0,88 -4.11 -2.83
Iodide -2.66 -6,07 -4.37
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Table 21
Electronic Spectra of Neptunium(ill) in the
Presence of Various Organic Ligands
—1(all values in cm )
Thenoyltri- Acetylacetone Benzoyltri- 
fluoroacetone fluoroacetone
24,650 24,750
24,000
21,500 21,650 21,900
18,650 18,550
18,000 17,900 17,950
16,500 16,500 16,400
15,050 15,000 15,000
12,500 12,500 12,500
11,600 11,600 11,500
10,600 10,850
10,050 9,900
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Table 22
Electronic Spectra of Neptunium(ill) in the 
Presence of Various Organic Ligands
(all values in cm 
Phenazone8-H.ydroxy-
quinoline
18,700
17,950
16,450
15,050
12,500 
10,850
24,700
23,780
21,750
18,390
17,880
16,500
14,950
HMPA
24,850
23.780 
21,370 
18,510
17.780 
16,020 
14,810 
12,470 
10,420
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Table 23
Relative Band Shifts (compared to the aquo Ion) 
of Uranium(IV) in Percent of tfavenumber
Band for Aquo 20*600 18*300 15,400 9,200 Average
Ion (cm~^ )
Lactateaq. -1.31 -0.97 -0.55 -0.91
Formateaq. -1.36 -1.97 -1.95 -2.93 -2,05
Acetateaq. -1.46 -2.68 -3.25 -3.15 -2.63
Oxalateaq. -1.55 -1.88 -3.25
-1.63 -2.06
Citrateaq -1.21 -2.73 -3.38 -3.69 -2.75
Thiocyanateaq. -2.43 -2.68 -2.73 -2.15 -2.50
Chloride -1.77 -2.63 -4.95 -3.12
Bromide -2.96 -4.40 -3.68
Iodide -3.95 -8.24 -5.J60"-
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Table 24
Relative Band Shifts (compared to the aquo ion) 
Of Neptunium(IV) in Percent of Wavenumber
Band for Aquo 16,670 13,700 11,800 10,250 Averagi
Ion (cm”*)
Formateaq. -1.08 -0.80 -1.17 -1.02
Acetate i aq. -0.30 -0.15 -0.98 -0.38
Oxalateaq. -1.46 *2.97 -2.15 -2.19
Thiocyanateaq. -1.02 -0.73 -2.13 -0.98 -1.22
Citrateaq. -1.5b -2.85 -2.97 -2.24 -2.40
Phenazoneaq#/Me0H -0,42 -0,66 -1.27 -0.98 -0.78
Aca?aq./MeOH -0.42 -0.73 -0,68 -0.48 -0.58
HTTAaq./MeOH -0.42 -0.73 -0.76 -0.78 -0.67
BTTAaq»/MeOH -0.36 -0,66 -1.69 -0.68 -0.85
8-Hydroxy- -0.53 -0.73 -1.53 -0,68 -0.87
quinoline^/Me0H
SOLVENT EXTRACTION OF URANIUM(ill) AND (IV) AND 
NEPTUNIUM(III) AND (IV) FROM AQUEOUS SOLUTION.
132
1. INTRODUCTION..
The different types of solvent extraction systems have been 
discussed earlier. The extractions to be considered here are mainly 
the extraction of neutral solvated species of the metal ion by TBP 
from aqueous thiocyanate solutions which can be represented by:-
MX+ + xNCS” + nTBP M(NCS) .nTBPaq, aq. org. ' 'x org.
(neglecting the possibility of co-extraction of water molecules).
The value of n i.e. the number of solvent molecules associated with 
the extracted complex, was determined as follows
The overall equilibrium constant, K, for the reaction can 
be written as
[«(HCS)x.nTBP]orgi
[H*1 ["NCsi x fTBpIn )
l. -Jaq.i- -»aq,»- -<org,
provided that the activity coefficients of the species involved are
assumed to remain constant in the range of concentration used.
If the distribution coefficient, D , is defined asm
D ■« j=r m
I [■!,,
z w .iaq,
then equation (l) becomes
Dm
K
f NCS|x [tBpI n 
i— —i aq» —1 org (
Taking logarithms of both sides and rearranging
Log D, = Log K + xLog [hC S ^ ,  + "Log |>Bp]org>
Therefore for a constant thiocyanate concentration a plot of 
Log against Log jjTBPj q should give a straight line of slope n and 
thus gives information regarding the stoichiometry of the extracted species.
However Devalues cannot give any information as to the extent of 
formation of the extracted species in aqueous solution and the value of n 
obtained as indicated above is valid only if the extracted species is a 
single stable complex. Where possible confirmation of distribution 
results should be attempted by other techniques e.g. spectroscopic 
measurements.
2. EXTRACTION OF URANIUM(IV) FROM AQUEOUS THIOCYANATE SOLUTION.
(a) Variation of with pH.
Aliquots of uranium(IV) solution in aqueous sulphuric acid (1ml, 1M)
mixed with potassium thiocyanate solution (4ml, 1.5M) were adjusted to
various pH values by addition of aqueous ammonia before extraction.
The resulting solutions were equilibrated with a solution of TBP in '
hexane (5ml, 0.2M) and was calculated in each case. The results are
shown in Fig.19 and Table 25 and indicated that there was an increase
in with increasing pH over the limited range used. This was in
24?agreement with Yoshida who found increased extraction of trivalent 
lanthanides by TBP with increasing pH.
By increasing the pH above i.70 immediate hydrolysis occurred in 
the aqueous phase resulting in a decrease In extraction. The pH of the 
aqueous phases given in Table 25 were found to increase slightly on 
extraction which resulted in hydrolysis of the aqueous layer after 
extraction. Therefore although a higher pH gave a more efficient 
extraction, all subsequent extractions for the tetravalent state of 
uranium used the metal ion in 1M sulphuric acid to avoid hydrolysis.
(b) Variation of with Uranium Concentration.
Aliquots of uranium(IV) solutions of varying concentrations in
sulphuric acid solution (1ml, 1M) were mixed with potassium thiocyanate
solution (4ml, 1,03M) and the resulting solutions were equilibrated
with TBP solution in hexane (5ml, 0.09M). The results are shown in
Table 26 and Fig.20 which indicated that increased with decreasing
uranium concentration. This was because on decreasing the uranium
concentration the metal ion s thiocyanate ion ratio increased thus
increasing the probability of the formation and extraction of the 1: 4
neutral species. In subsequent extractions a uranium concentration of
0.06M was chosen in order that the initial aqueous phase had an activity 
3 -1of 2 x 10^  counts min since this gave a reasonable counting time for 
4the 10 counts taken to keep the statistical errors in counting to an 
acceptable low level as previously mentioned,
(c) Variation of with Thiocyanate Concentration.
Aliquots of uranium(r/) in sulphuric acid solution (lml,lM) were
135
mixed with potassium thiocyanate solutions of varying concentrations 
(4ml) and the resulting solutions were equilibrated with a solution of 
TBP in hexane (5ml, 0.2M), was calculated in each case and the 
results are shown in Table 27 and Fig,21. ^increased linearly with 
increasing aqueous phase thiocyanate concentration above 0.15M. This 
was probably due to an increase in the formation of the neutral 
extractable species as the thiocyanate i metal ratio increased with 
increasing thiocyanate concentration. This was supported by the 
spectral changes observed for the aqueous layer as the thiocyanate 
concentration was increased which are given later.
(d) Variation of with TBP Concentration.
Aliquots of uranium(lV) solution in sulphuric acid solution (1ml, 1M)
containing a constant thiocyanate concentration (4ml, 1.03M) were
.equilibrated with solutions of TBP in hexane of varying concentrations
(5ml). The results are shown in Table 28 and Fig,22, Below 0,2M TBP
the smooth curve indicated a gradual change in the composition of the
uranium species extracted, while above 0.2M TBP a linear relationship
existed in the plot of log against log Ctbp]. The slope of the linear
plot was 3.98 indicating that the species extracted was U(NCS) ,^4TBP.
As had been found in the preparation of solid actinide(IV) thiocyanate
239complexes with phosphine oxides the number of coordinated solvent 
molecules in this extracted thiocyanate species was higher than had 
previously been found in the extraction of uranium(IV) species from 
mineral acid solution. From hydrochloric acid solution the species 
extracted have been shown to be UC1^,3TBP^5»236 or IJCl^PTBP^^ and 
from nitric acid solution, U(NO^2TBP.
(e) Spectral Measurements.
The electronic absorption spectrum of the aqueous uranium(IV) 
phase in potassium thiocyanate solution (lM) before equilibration is 
given in Fig.23. The position of some of the bands in the spectra of 
uranium(IV) in solutions of increasing thiocyanate concentration are 
given in Table 29. From this table it can be seen that at a low 
thiocyanate concentration there was a shift of some of the bands to 
lower energies compared with the positions of the bands in aqueous 
sulphuric acid solution. This shift became more pronounced as the 
thiocyanate concentration was increased to 1.24M suggesting an increase 
in the number of coordinated thiocyanate ions. On increasing the 
thiocyanate concentration to ?M the shift towards lower energies became 
even more pronounced.
The above uranium(TV)-thiocyanate phases (0.03M with respect to
uranium) were equilibrated with a solution of TBP in hexane (0.13M),
the organic phases were removed and the electronic spectra were measured.
The spectra were found to be identical and were similar to that given
in Fig.24, which indicated that the uranium(IV) species extracted into
the organic phase was the same regardless of the aqueous phase
thiocyanate concentration. The positions of the main bands in the
uranium(IV) organic phase spectra were at 20200, 17850, 14750, 10900 
-1and 8550cm which represent a large shift towards lower energies 
compared with the uranium(IV) spectrum in aqueous acid solution due to 
coordination of the thiocyanate ions to the central metal ions in the 
organic phase,
3. EXTRACTION OF URANIUM(ill) FROM AQUEOUS SOLUTION.
(i) From Aqueous Thiocyanate Solution.
Initial attempts to extract uranium(ill) from thiocyanate solution 
with TBP in hexane involved the use of solutions analogous to those 
used for the extraction of uranium(IV) thiocyanate. Uranium(ill) in 
aqueous sulphuric acid solution (5ml, 1M) was added to potassium 
thiocyanate solution (20ml, 1.5M) and the resulting solution was 
equilibrated with a solution of TBP in hexane (25ml, O.IM), Immediate 
oxidation of both phases occurred. When uranium(ill) in aqueous 
hydrochloric acid solution (5ml, 1M) was used the organic phase was 
initially turquoise but slowly became more green and complete oxidation 
had occurred within five minutes.
Uranium(ill) has been shown to be more stable towards oxidation
113in 0,3M than in 1M hydrochloric acid solution and low acidity has
been shown to favour the extraction of trivalent lanthanides from aqueous
247thiocyanate solution, ‘ The procedure was repeated using a lower 
acidity in the aqueous phase. Uranium(ill) in aqueous hydrochloric acid 
(5ml, 0,3M) was added to potassium thiocyanate solution (20ml, 1.5M) 
and the resulting deep wine red solution was equilibrated with a . 
solution of TBP in hexane (25ml, 0.1M). An intense purple-blue organic 
layer was formed. When the two phases were shaken oxidation occurred 
and hydrogen was evolved, oxidation being complete in forty minutes. 
However when the two phases were separated '.immediately after initial 
equilibration, the aqueous phase was not fully oxidised for eight hours
and the organic phase for four hours if they were kept in a sealed 
vessel under nitrogen. On entry of air immediate oxidation of the 
organic layer occurred. The oxidation of the aqueous layer was 
complete in about ten minutes accompanied by hydrolysis.
It was difficult to obtain the electronic spectrum of the deep 
purple-blue organic layer. The solution obtained was very intense and 
required considerable dilution before a spectrum could be obtained 
using a 1cm air-tight spectrophotometric cell similar to that used for 
the aqueous phase spectra. All attempts at dilution with hexane 
resulted in spontaneous oxidation to uranium(IV), The extraction 
concentrations were altered such that the organic phase would be dilute 
but this resulted in immediate oxidation of the organic phase on 
extraction although the aqueous phase remained unoxidised.
The spectrum shown in Fig,25 was obtained without dilution of the 
purple-blue organic layer by using a spectrophotometric cell with a 
path length of 0,1mm, The spectrum obtained resembled that previously
obtained for the uranium(III) thiocyanate triethylphosphate complex in
23 —1benzene, J The broad band from 23,500 to 14,000cm had a maximum at
-1 -1 -1
17,200cm ' and a shoulder at 20,000cm , Above 23,500cm the absorption
-1 -1rose rapidly with a shoulder at 33,500cm , Any bands below 14,000cm
were not observed due to their very weak intensity in comparison to 
that of the broad band mentioned above. There was therefore no indication 
as to the extent of oxidation of the organic phase although there would 
probably be some uranium(IV) impurities formed in the initial 
equilibration of the two phases since there was some evolution of hydrogen,
The extracting power of neutral organophosphorus esters has been 
found to be in the order
phosphates, (RO)^ PO <  phosphonates, (RO^RPO <
phosphinates, (RO)R^ PO <C phosphine oxides, R^PO
The extraction of uranium(ill) thiocyanate from aqueous solution 
was repeated using a solution of tri-n-octylphosphine oxide (TOPO) in 
hexane (O.lM), Again a very deep purple-blue organic layer was obtained, 
the spectrum of which is given in Fig,26. The organic layer was more 
stable towards oxidation than the organic layer containing the TBP 
complex. The solution was still deep purple-blue after standing under 
nitrogen for six hours.
No quantitative extractions for uranium(ill) thiocyanate were 
attempted because of the hydrolysis of the aqueous layer on oxidation 
and counting of the layers could not easily have been achieved without 
the entry of air, Additionally, no simple method of calculating the 
phase volumes accurately enough was devised,
(ii) From Aqueous Citrate Solution.
The spectrophotometric results in the previous chapter suggested 
that uranium (.III) may be eomplexed in sodium citrate solution. It was 
therefore possible that the uranium(ill) citrate species could be 
extracted from aqueous citrate solutions using conditions analogous to 
those used for the thiocyanate extraction.
Uranium(lll) (0.16m) in aqueous hydrochloric acid-solution ’(20ml, 
0.3m) was added to sodium citrate solution (40ml, 1M) and the resulting 
solution was equilibrated with a solution of TBP in hexane (60ml, 0.5M). 
Spectral measurements of both layers indicated that the aqueous layer 
remained unoxidised, whilst .no extraction of uranium,in any oxidation 
state, into the organic phase was observed. The extraction was repeated 
using T0P0 solution in hexane and the same result was obtained, 
suggesting that the uranium species formed in the aqueous layer under 
the conditions used was not the neutral complex ?
citrate concentration used in these studies was only O.OIM but complex 
species were only identified in solutions of pH greater than 2.5>
too acid for the formation and extraction of the neutral 1st species.
Although in the present work this extraction system was not studied 
further, it is possible that cationic species in the aqueous layer 
could be extracted using an alkyl phosphoric acid such as di-2-ethyl-
have recently been extracted from citric acid solution using a mixture
could possibly be adjusted to extract uranium(ill) from citrate solutions.
The corresponding species 0 have been identified by ion-
200 203exchange studies for plutonium(ill) and americium(ill) . The
which suggested that the uranium(ill) solution used in this work was
hexylphosphoric acid. Alternatively, americium(ill) and curium(lll)
of HTTA and T0P0 in an organic diluent ? and the conditions used
4. EXTRACTION OF NEPTUNIUM(IV) FROM AQUEOUS THIOCYANATE SOLUTION.
with thiocyanate concentration.
Aliquots of neptunium(iv) (4 x 10 in sulphuric acid (1ml, 1M) 
were mixed with potassium thiocyanate solutions of varying concentrations 
(2ml) and the resulting solutions were equilibrated with a solution 
of TBP in hexane (3rol» 0.08M). D^was calculated in each case and the 
results are shown in Table JO and Fig,2?, As was found with the 
uranium(IV) thiocyanate, above 0.15M thiocyanate increased linearly 
with an increase in potassium thiocyanate concentration,
(b) Variation of with TBP concentration.
Using a method analogous to that given for the uranium(IV) 
thiocyanate system, was measured from various constant equilibrium 
aqueous phases into organic phases of varying TBP concentrations. The 
results are shown in Table 31 and Fig,28, The plot of log against 
log has a linear portion with a slope of 4,1 indicating that the
species extracted was Np(NCS) .^4TBP. As was expected, the neptunium(IV) 
species extracted from thiocyanate solution has a larger number of 
coordinated TBP molecules than had previously been found in the 
extraction by TBP of neptunium(IV) species from mineral acid solution.
The species extracted from aqueous nitric, hydrochloric and sulphuric 
acid solutions have been found to be Np(N02)^.2TBP^"^,^ ‘^ , NpCl^,3TBP 
and Np(S0^)2.3TBP237 respectively for similar TBP concentration ranges.
(a) Variation of
(c) Spectral Measurements.
The solutions used in the distribution experiments could not be
used for spectral measurements because of the very low concentrations
of neptunium used, therefore no direct comparison can be made between
the two types of measurement. The electronic absorption spectrum of
aqueous neptunium (iv) (3 x 10 M) in aqueous potassium thiocyanate
solution (0.5M) before equilibration with a solution of TBP in hexane
(0.4M) is given in Fig.29. The organic phase after extraction was
separated off and the electronic spectrum.is given in Table 32 and
-1Fig.30, From these it can be seen that the main band at 13,700cm
in the neptunium(IV) spectrum in dilute aqueous acid solution has split,
-1 -1with one maximum at 13,900cm and the other at 13»200cm , Similarly
••1the band at 11,800cm in the hydrated neptunium(IV) ion spectrum has
-1 -1 split into three peaks at 11900, 11350,and 10800cm while the 10250cm
-1band has shifted to 10,050cm , Because of these splittings no simple
comparisons of the shifts in the aqueous and organic phase thiocyanate 
spectra are possible.
5. EXTRACTION OF NEPTUNIUM(ill) FROM AQUEOUS SOLUTION.
(i) From Thiocyanate Solution.
Neptunium(ill) in hydrochloric acid solution (0,3M) was added to 
potassium thiocyanate solution and the resulting solution was 
equilibrated with>a solution of TBP in hexane (O.lM), A golden yellow 
organic layer was formed, the spectrum of which showed only neptunium(IV)
to be present, while the spectrum of the aqueous layer showed it to be 
unoxidised. Further attempts to extract neptunium(ill) from aqueous 
potassium thiocyanate solution using more concentrated solutions of TBP 
in hexane and solutions of triethylphosphate in benzene, TOPO and 
triphenylphosphine oxide (TPPO) in hexane all resulted in organic 
layers containing neptunium(IV) and aqueous layers containing 
neptunium(III),
Since the aqueous thiocyanate layer remained unoxidised, the
species extracted into the organic phase was initially a neptunium(ill)
species but was spontaneously oxidised on extraction. The initial
aqueous layer neptunium concentration was very low (approximately
5 x 10 M) and although the hexane had been deoxygenated by passage of
nitrogen for forty five minute® there was possibly sufficient residual
oxygen to convert the very low concentration of extracted neptunium(ill)
to neptunium(iv)# Any similar oxidation due to residual oxygen in the
uranium(ill)-thiocyanate system would not have been noticed because of
the higher uranium concentration (the initial concentration in the
aqueous phase was approximately 0,05M)j the presence of residual oxygen
would explain the oxidation to uranium(IV) which occurred when the deep
purple-blue layer was diluted. As previously mentioned it was diffcult
to use the presence of a band at 6,500cm to detect the presence of
uranium(lV) impurities in the concentrated uranium(lll) layer due to
-1the very low intensities of bands below 1^,000cm in this spectrum.
In the aqueous phase the neptunium(ill) ion is stabilized in 
dilute acid solution by a sphere of coordinated water which presumably
prevents similar oxidation by residual oxygen in the aqueous phase.
On extraction into the organic layer similar stabilization by the non­
polar organic solvent, hexane, does not occur leaving the neptunium(ill) 
more prone to oxidation. With higher concentrations of neptunium 
available an extraction similar to that for uranium(ill) thiocyanate 
should be obtained for neptunium(ill) thiocyanate,
(ii) From Dilute Acid Solution.
Thenoyltrifluoroacetone, HTTA, has been widely used to extract
; 284trivalent metals from acid solutions. This type of extraction
relies on the formation of a neutral metal chelate which is more
soluble in the organic than in the aqueous phase.
An attempt was made to extract neptunium(ill) from aqueous 
hydrochloric acid solution (0.3M) using a solution of HTTA in xylene 
(0.5M), Neither oxidation nor extraction occurred. The extraction was 
repeated using an aqueous neptunium(ill) phase in approximately 0.05M 
hydrochloric acid solution, Hydrolysis and oxidation occurred in the 
aqueous layer and the electronic spectrum showed that only neptunium(IV) 
species were extracted into the organic layer.
It has been found that use of certain combinations of two 
extractants will result in greatly enhanced extractions than could be 
expected from the distribution coefficients of the components separately 
This phenomenon is known as synergism and one of the most extensively 
studied systems involves the use of a chelating agent such as HTTA with
a donor solvent such as TBP. Plutonium(ill) and americium(ill) have 
been synergistically extracted by using a mixture of HTTA and TBP but 
only from solutions of very low acidity (0.01M hydrochloric acid
ppc
solution; values for higher acidities were not actually quoted).
The extraction of neptunium(ill) was attempted using similar 
conditions but resulted in hydrolysis and oxidation of the aqueous 
layer, while spectral measurements again showed only neptunium(IV) in 
the organic phase. Attempts using a mixture of HTTA and TOPO in 
cyclohexane produced similar results. When a sufficient level of acidity 
was used to prevent hydrolysis of the aqueous layer neither extraction 
nor oxidation occurred.
Neptunium(IV) is readily extracted by HTTA from solutions of higher
286acidity e.g. 1M nitric, 1M perchloric,hydrochloric acid solutions. 
Since no extraction occurred (checked by a-counting of the organic phase) 
when the neptunium(ill) in hydrochloric acid solution (0.3M) was 
equilibrated with HTTA solution, this is further evidence of the 
completeness of the reduction, of the aqueous solutions to neptunium(ill).
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Table 25
The Variation of D with pH, --------------- u-----
Initial aqueous uranium(iv) concentration = 0,06m, 
TBP concentration - 0.2M.
pH of Aqueous layer
1.0? 0.13?
1.45 0.181
1.54 0.208
1.69 0.324
Table 26
The Variation of Du with Uranium(IV) Concentration.
Aqueous thiocyanate concentration - 0.825M. 
TBP concentration « 0.096M
Molarity U(IV)
0,0134 0.284
0.0246 0.107
0.0347 0.088
0.0428 0.061
0.053^ 0,045
0.0668 0.037
0,0802 0,024
14?
Figure 19
V A R IA T IO N  OF D U(|W) W IT H  pH
U (lV ) = 0 -0 6 M0-33
K S C N  = 1-05M
T B P 0-2M
0-29
0-25
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V A R IA T IO N  OF Dufrv) W IT H  U R A N IU N lO V) C O N C EN TR A TIO N
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Table 27
The Variation of with Thiocyanate Concentration,
Initial aqueous uranium(iv) concentration *= 0.06M. 
TBP concentration = 0.2M. '
Molarity SCN . IT
0.0 0.0
0.131 0.021
0.393 0.096
0.524 0.141
0.655 0.178
0.785 0.220
0.917 0.257
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Table 28
The Variation of D with TBP Concentration.u
Initial aqueous uranium(iv) concentration - 0.06M.
Aqueous thiocyanate concentration « 0.825M.
Molarity TBP -u
0.037 0.0178
0.075 0.0441
0.112 0.097
0.168 0.195
0.223 0.376
0.279 0.947
0.335 1.813
0.372 2.697
0.410 4.305
0.447 5.532
*\
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F ig u re  22
V A R IA T IO N  OF D u(iv) W IT H  TR IB U TY LP H O S P H A TE  
C O N C E N TR A TIO N
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Slope = 3*S8
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Table 29
Electronic Spectra of Uranium(IV) in
Potassium Thiocyanate Solution.
—1(all values in cm )
0.14M SCN~ 1.24M SON" 7.00M SON
23,250 23,100 22,410
20,600 20,500 19,840
18,250 18,050 17,450
15,350 15,200 14,800
11,600 11,450 11,220
9,250 9,200 8,990
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Figure 25
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F igure 26
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Table 30
The Variation of with Thiocyanate Concentration
Initial aqueous neptunium(lV) concentration - i,2?xiO~^ M. 
TBP concentration « 0.08M.
Molarity SON — Np
0.0 0.0
0.156 0.068
0.23^ 0.161
0.338 0.335
0,^ 16 0,4*86
0.520 0.633
0.624* 0.853
0.832 1.190
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Table 31
The Variation Of D>T with TBP Concentration,------------------Np------------:-----------
Initial aqueous neptunium(IV) concentration *= i,23xlO~^ M, 
Aqueous thiocyanate concentration *» 0.52M.
Molarity TBP
0.0185 0.0046
0.028 0.0231
0.041 0.127
0.055 0.326
0.069 0.618
0.083 0.980
0.097 1.190
0.116 1.930
Figure 28
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Table 32
Electronic Spectrum of Neptunium(IV) 
Thiocyanate Solution In TBP and Hexane.
-  —1vcm e—m
19,750 180.2
19,150 208.4
18,600 172.9
15.900 51.9
14.900 43.5
13.900 167.5
13,200 161.7
12,600 78.0
11.900 71.9
11,350 94.5
10,800 82.5
10,500 64.1
10,050 164.8
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Figure 30
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